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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the problem.-- The problem in this study is 
i ~ 
il 
n to investigate the preferences in certain social studies 
., 
~ ~ 
'i written activities in grades five, six, seven, and eight, and 
'I 
!j to compare the results with a study by Doris V. Wallenthin1 
;i 
:: in a similar study at Boston University under the supervision 
il 
;~ of Dr. W. Linwood Chase, Dean of the School of Education. 
In addition, it was suggested by the Wallenthin study to 
investigate the importance of studying the preferences of high 
and low I.Q. groups in their choices of the ten written activ-
;! ities of the social studies, an area yet unexplored. Implies.-
,~ 
:i 
'' tiona led the former investigator to think that intelligence 
;l 
1\ was a significant factor in preferences. 
n 
I The third part of this study deals with finding out if 
any differences appeared in the seventh and eighth grades, as 
d 
'I 
;! well as any of the segmented groups, when compared with grades 
;; 
Purpose of the studz.-- The purpose of this study is to 
i! 
li !l 
li 
1.1 
·I j; 
jl 
I 
H 
,; 
;( ;: determine whether or not a comparative study of the Wallenthin 
1
; 
,. 
jj results thirteen years previously with the present study, had I! II 
:l 
I; 
lnoris v. Wallenthin, "Preference of Fifth and Sixth Grade :1 
Pupils in Written Activities of the Social Studies," (unpub- ii 
lisbed Master's thesis, Boston University, Boston, Massachusett~} 
1945), p. 1. 
-1-
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; any significant factors which were similar and/or what changes 
,, 
i: in preferences seemed apparent now. Seconday, it will be de-
termined if, by studying the preferences by I.Q.'s, these 
preferences will remain as inconclusive when given in 'homo-
geneous' groups, using the top and bottom segments of the 
! classes taking the same questionnaire as did the heterogeneous ,, 
groups of the earlier study. The Wallenthin study implied that 
it might be possible that the homogeneous group would show more 
:I 
;1 uniformity in choice; that there would not be the less-even 
j ~ 
distribution of choices as was seen in the heterogeneous group-
ings. If true, these factors could be of some significant 
value in the selection of activities which might bring prefer-
ence and interest into closer relationship. There might be 
some element revealed which could determine why interest and 
,, 
n preference are not one and the same thing. 
,. 
The purpose of the 
third part of this study is to investigate the possibility of i! 
changes in preferences in grades seven and eight when compared 
to the choices tabulated in grades five and six, or indicated 
by the segmented groups using intelligence as the determining 
factor. 
Descr~ion of the population.-- The community in which 
this study was conducted is above-average middle class living 
in moderately comfortable circumstances. There is a large per- 1; 
centage of professional and executive-type members in this 
community imbued with high cultural aspirations. The parents 
are interested in their children's education and want and expect 
2 
·==#=-=·=================================================================db========= ~ l 
to see them attend college. The educational standards o~ the 
' school rank among the best. The overall background of these 
!i children seems to be somewhat similar. 
Justification.-- The Wallenthin thesis suggested that more' 
1 conclusive evidence in students' choices might be found if they 
were grouped in similar range by I.Q. 's. She assumed that the ,, 
high I.Q. preferences would be different from those of the low 
or medium-low ranges. Because it is possible, at this time, to, 
:! 
:j 
'• 
repeat a similar study, both heterogeneously and homogeneously 
:; 
under favorable grouping conditions, this thesis bas attempted 
to investigate the preferences of the ten written activities 
of the social studies on a comparative basis. 
.i 
'i It bas included : 
the I.Q. rankings as an additional factor in the pre~erences 
of social studies activities. 
In the past fifteen years there has been a trend toward 
the studying of preferences of pupils in their classroom sub-
li jects in relationship to their interests in these areas. Durin$ 
the summer of 1957 the New England Development Council sponsore~ 
a group of graduate students under the supervision of Dr. W. 
Linwood Chase, Dean of the School of Education, Boston Universit,t • 
. , 
In the review of the research pertinent to interests and prefer~ 
ences their findings, assumptions, and conclusions indicated 
the importance of investigating the preferences and interests 
of students in their classroom subjects, aligned with their 
lj 
i· 
:c=".OC"..C..C~~.·=:=--=-:. 
,I 
1f::terwoven activities: oral, manual, and written. 2 This re-
d 
" 11 search was carried on with 19,135 children in seventy-eight 
i! 
communities of New England. 
·I 
Some o.f these findings will be 
., 
:; 
ii ll 
il ,, 
ii 
H li 
a 
il 
:\ reviewed later in the related research of this study since theylj 
ll ., 
1
1 seem to reaffirm the deep-sea ted implications which warrant jl 
!I .further study in this .field. 
n 
H jl 
H 
:. 
I! 
il Suggestions by former investigators .for continued research:: 
'I I :! I make this study seem justifiable. 
,, 
The interests o.f children 
;; 
!i as well as their preferences, which appear to have wide di.f-
i; 
!i 
i! li 
!! ,, 
.ferences, should concern teachers and should alert them to the ,. 
'! need to study the problem more thoroughly. Finding solutions 
to this problem o.f ascertaining the reasons for certain pre.fer-1! 
i' ~ ; 
'I 
11 ences o.f these ten difficult written activities, could make 
rl i 
ii social studies a stimulating, pleasant, and productive instru- \l 
;j l' 
11 ment .for molding the child "from what he is to what he will 
H 
i.1 become. n3 
There are, also, some other .factors which must be deli-
cately balanced. The pitfalls could possibly be in thinking 
only of the child's interests and forgetting the society in 
which he lives, and the culture to which he has .fallen heir 
with its advantages and disadvantages. Could it mean setting 
up a philosophy of education, not entirely divorced .from the 
past, but with emphasis on the present and the future into 
2w. Linwood Chase and Gilbert M. Wilson, "Pre.ference Studie~! 
in Elementary School Social Studies," Journal of Education, :, 
140:3, 27-28, April, 1958. ', 
3Elmer Harrison Wilds, The Foundation of Modern Education i\ 
; (New York: Rinehart & Company, 1936), p. 3. 
,, 5 
II which the child must move? 
" 
i ~ 
Would it mean looking for inspira- i! I! !! ;: 
il tiona from another progressive like Dewey who will fit educa-
p 
II H 
~ i II ) II tional aims and objectives, as well as methods of attainment 
., 
n ,, 
,. 
n ~ j 
~ ; 
u 
ll J! 
il 
of these goal~ to the needs and interests adaptable to the age 
l! of "The Explorer," or "Sputnik?" 
q 
l' !I 
'l 
r 
li II 
li 
ii q 
n 
li 
ii 
Scope.-- This study was divided into three parts: 
1. To compare preferences in written activities of the 
social studies in grades five and six in this community with 
); 
,, 
!! 
l ~ 
H 
,, 
:: 
il 
ll 
the Wallenthin study, "Preferences of the Fifth and Sixth Grader ,, 
il Pupils in Wr:i:tten Activities of the Social Studies." l! 
1: 
,; 
!I 
:J 
.. 
·! 
., 
.; 
2. To investigate the significance of high and low I.Q. 's li 
l! 
as factors in determining ~eferences through the same question4 
'~ J; 
naire as was used in the Wallenthin study. 
ii ,, 
ii 
r· 
:I 
~ 1 
.. 
l ~ 
3. To continue the study with the seventh and eighth grade$ 
ii to find which written activities pupils preferred that might 
l 
denote any difference in preferences from grades five through 
eight. 
•l 
It was necessary to do a repeat of the Wallenthin study !: 
in order to secure the data for Part 2. Also, by testing all l1 
II '~ students, their feelings through the awareness of diff'erences I! 
., li 
.. 
in I.Q.. 's would not be aroused through emphasis on this segment II 
II of the population in the classes tested. 1l 
!! 
The second part of this study was based on preferences of il j ~ 
il 
!! 
high and low I.Q.'s obtained from the California Mental Maturit.f: 
Tests for grades six, seven, and eight. The fifth grades bad 
:i been 
=jp· 
given the Binet, Wexler, and Kublman-Finch tests. 
= 
' 
,; 
i 
The third part of this study has to deal with the prefer- i: 
:; 
I' 
ences of seventh and eighth grade pupils as well as the signif- 1i 
li 
li il icant differences when compared with fifth and sixth grades jl 
1 grouped heterogeneously and homogeneously. The I.Q,. • s run high!! 
' " 
!! in this community when compared with the national norm of per- I! 
'I 
'I 
' 
centages per 1000 individuals. The groups classified in the 
'i I! low I.Q.., or retarded segment, were insufficient, so there is 
,, 
an overlapping into the low-medium group, including those with !i ~ l li 
I' !I 
'
1 I.Q. •s from 78 to 110. 
i' 
ii 
'I ii j; 
i' 
:! 
! li 
\i 
ii 
" 
li 
'i i! I· ,I 
:! il il 
ii 
6 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND RELATED RESEARCH 
In the review of literature and related research, prefer-
ences of several areas have been included, such as: pre.ferences:' 
for subject as .first choice, preferences which might be due to 
the di.fficulty in reading or other .factors, pre.ferences in-
.fluenced by age, cultural preferences, teachers' choices, in-
telligence quotients, preferences which might be a.f.fected by 
cultural pressures, educational trends in content and method, 
!: or social acceptance by members of the child's peer groups. 
" 
Interest studies are included since preferences may be the off-': 
' 
' shoot o.f the deeper interests which have been diverted by fac-
tors involved in studies above, consciously, unconsc,iously, 
:, voluntarily, or through restraint or pressures. 
Using children's interests as a foundation of educa-
tion has been gainingground, although it has been the 
center of controversy for many years. The use of subject 
matter as a basis of education, as against the doctrine 
of interest, has been ieverely condemned, as well as 
extravagantly praised. 
In the field of preferences .for sociel studies there are 
two major sources which constitute the greater part of the 
investigations in this fi~ld. Two studies, one in 19472 and a 1: 
lRiehard Cobleigh, et al, "Subject Preferences of Fi.fth andj! 
Sixth Grade Children," {unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University, 1957), p. 1. 
2w. Linwood Chase, "Subject Preferences of Fifth-Grade 
Children," Elementary School Journal, 50:204-211, December, 19~. 
-7-
i. 
comparison study in 1957 under the supervision o£ Dr. w. Linwood 
l: 
' Chase, Dean of the School of Education, Boston University, with!\ 
the cooperation of the New England Development Council, per-
jo 
,, 
i1 formed experiments with 13,485 children in sixty-five communi- 1: 
ties; another, with 19,135 fifth grade children in seventy-
eight communities ten years later, compared these two studies 
to note the changes, if any, that bad occurred during that 
interim of time.3 
The second study was performed under the direction of 
4 Jersild and Tasch in 1940, and it was reported in the Twelfth 
Yearbook of the California Elementary School Principals' As soc- ' 
iation. The correlation between the two comparative studies of 
Dr. Chase and Tasch-Jersild was between • 98 and • 99 in all sub- 'i 
il 
j; 
jects and difficulties. In some preferences there were gains, !: 
!: but they were not significant. ' ' 
'l 1! 
Ranking in preferences of subjects, social studies did not:; 
change in position: disliked generally. Between sexes, the 
ll 
li 
"I 
~ j 
1j differences for liking or disliJLting favored boys 
i! 
with the widen-ij 
il 
indicated tha~ ing differences when compared with girls. It was 
possibly boys concentrated on this subject due to emphasis on j: 
training for preparation for world affairs in contrast with 
i I, 
8w. Linwood Chase, "Preference Studies in Elementary School II 
Social Studies," Journal of Education, 140:1-28, April, 1958. :1 
li 
Tasch, "Children's Interests,i." 
Elemen tar School Principals~: 
sh ng Company), 1940. !I 
11 !j 
,; 
:; 
L !; 
8 
==============#='i======= --·-!; 
!l 
!i 
i. 
: girls whose interests focused on home subjects: emulation of 
h 
or influenced by mother 1 s training. l; 
There was a statistical difference in favor of the majoritt 
' 
·' 
of pupils not having one of their three most preferred subjects! 
the one chosen by the teacher as his preference. In the areas ~' 
, where children chose similar pre.ferences to teachers', it was 
·I 
" II inferred that one way to increase interest in social studies 
1i 
was to get the teacher interested in the subject, too. There 
was, also, this constant pre.ference by boys over girls in their' 
!: choice for social studies. 5 
Before proceeding ~rthe~ the words interest, pre.ference, 
and curiosity will be defined as they are used in these prefer-
ence studies to indicate the deliniations of meanings. What 
L does the word "interest" imply? How does it differ from 
"preference," or "curiosity?" 
I 
Interest is not curiosity, which is the wish to learn 
a thing, to know how to do it, or to prove that one can 
do it. When he sees or hears something he knows little 
or nothing about, and he is stimulated to find out more 
about it, he has shown curiosity •. ES ,. 
:; 
{He does not follow through beyond transient inquiry or perfunc-l: 
i~ 
tory answers.) 1) 
Interest is the desire to learn something for a mean- 1: 
ing.ful purpose. Interests are not inborn but evolve r 
through contact with children as well as inanimate objects 
in their environments. They are not unchanging. They 
are learned through culture, but are found in roots and 
5
chase, op. cit., "Preference Studies in Elementary School ii Social Studies, n p. 5. i' 
,; 
I 
9 
drives that are characteristic of human life. 7 
Dewey continues: 
Genuine interest, in short, simply means that a person 
has identified himself with, or has found himself in a 
certain course of action. Consequently, he is identified 
with whatever objects and forms of skills are involved in 
the successful prosecution of that course.a 
Frutchey9 discusses the need for further study and in:f'orma..;1 
tion in learning about genuine interest as opposed to fleeting 
interests (curiosity). 
There is, of courBe, such a thing as a speculative 
tracing out of results. Ends are then foreseen, but they 
do not lay deep hold on a person. They are something to 
look at and for curiosity to play with rather than some-
thing to achieve.lO 
"And most persons are naturally diverted from a proposed 
course of action by unusual, unforeseen obstacles, or by pre-
sentations of inducements to an action that is directly more 
agreeable.nll So states Dewey in regard to preference. (The 
inducements might be feats, threats of security within the 
family, or among peers. These factors may outweigh, the 
pleasurable attainment of a true goal of interest, thereby sub-
7~ohn Dewey, Interests and Effort in Education (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1913), p. 42. 
SLoe. cit. 
' ;l 
9F. P. Frutchey, "Collecting Evidences of Children's Prefer~ 
ences," Educational Research Bulletin, 14:173-178, October 16, , 
1935. 
10newey, op. cit., P• 151. 
11Loc. cit. 
10 
stituting a lesser preferred objective rather than lose face 
~ I li (self-enhancement) or lesser forms of humiliation, such as 
,I threats of mental or physical punishments.) 
Age, intelligence and reading achievement were thought of i 
II when children's preferences were discussed. Gardnerl2 sought 
·! 
,, 
I: 
n 
,I 
il 
,: 
:! 
I 
to determine if high reading achievement affected ~eferences. 
No instance of significance was obtained when critical ratios 
were found. The figure of 1.52 per cent indicated achievement 
in reading had no certainty of influence. 
Cobleigh13 performed the same study in 1957 and found re-
li ~ ~ 
ii 
ll 
.I 
!j 
ij 
~ j 
,, 
II !. ,, 
I· 
'i II I~ 
" il 
I! 
' :I 
li ll 
.\ 
\i 
H 
., 
j; 
I! 
;i 
I! 
I! 
!I 
·I 
'· p 
i• 
,I 
jl 
,I 
il 
II 
;! 
i 
I 
II 
:: sults similar to Gardner's. Hard and easy responses revealed ij 
·' !1 
1, no significant differences between achievement groups and total!; 
'
!, ,, 
li population. Here two significant differences were found. High ii 
II il 
1, I.Q,. 's found social studies easier than the total population J! i; 
I i j ~ i' (ratio 3.48), and the total population found it hard in compari-!j 
~ l i : 
!i son to the high I.Q. •s. Identical critical ratios were found :: 
I' in both instances. This points out the fact that social studiei 
il 
is considered difficult even though the reading may not be. 
Earlyl4 analyzed the influences of intelligence and age 
ll 
ii 
:· 
!i 
!! ~! 
i! ---.1'"'2"!"G_e_o_r_g_e_H-. Gardner, Jr., "Differences in Subject Prefer- ;: 
I• ences of High Achievement Readers and Low Achievement Readers, nil 
I! (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1948). !I 
L li 
I! 
I 
I• 
:! 
:: 
13cobleigh, op. cit. 
j; 
14william L. Early, J'r., "An Analysis of the Influences of ;i !l Intelligences upon Fifth-Grade Children's Preferences for 
School Subjects1 (unp~blished Master's thesis, Boston Univer-
sity, 1948). 
~--~===~~.=-=-=====================-
~! 
n p 
•: 
'· 
11 
j 
i 
12. 
"'="''"==~·=· ====·"-"-'' .:==.o.c=;o.c~ '""' ===--==··=· =· =-=·=--===~==========~·:==== 
differences upon preferences for certain school subjects. The 
" results seemed to conclude (though the number in the study 
seemed a bit too small) that high intelligence and low age, 
and high intelligence and average chronological age seemed 
slight with differences favoring the girls, but not statis-
tically significant. 
,~ 
Another portion of the Cobleigg study dealt with reading 
achievement and preferences in social studies. This also seeme~ 
to have no significance, a finding which paralleled that of the<' 
earlier study by Gardner. 
In these research projects boys favored social studies 
more than did the girls. It also concluded that girls had 
fewer dislikes among the subjects than did the boys. Though 
the teacher may have liked the subject best, it had no signif-
icant effect upon the choices of her students. (Critical ra-
tios showed this to be so). In the total populations tested 
the high I.Q.•s showed no significant preference for social 
studies despite their high reading ability as compared with 
the low I.Q. groups. 15 
Ter.man16 found that interests reflected in many ways the 
children's intellectual superiority. He also discovered that 
the school subjects the gifted children liked best were usually 
the subjects the less able found most difficult. 
15cbase and Wilson, op. cit., pp. 9-10. 
16L. M. Terman, "Mental and Physical Traits of a Thousand 
Gifted Children," Genetic Studies of Genius (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1925), 1:637. 
Wesley17 states that preferences can and should be guided 
by effective teachers who can see in which direction these 
preferences should be turned. 
T. A. Langlie 18 avers that achievement when compared with 
likes and dislikes is closely related with ability and interest~ 
{; 
Edward K. Strong19 emphasizes that it is futile and extra- I) 
ll 
vagant to operate a learning program that does not emanate 
from interest. Psychological investigations have shown that 
both children and adults are more successful in learning activ-' 
ii 
ities which are interesting to themselves. They are apt to 
apply themselves diligently with sustained effort and ~arn 
much. Little effort and less learning occur when interest has 
not been developed. 
20 J. Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee say that much harm has 
been done by not understanding t,he underlying principles and 
merely applying the outward gestures. They say that the so-
called "child-centered" curriculum may be inadequate. 
17Edgar B. Wesley, Teaching Social Studies in High Schools 
(Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1950), p. 148. 
18T. A. Langlie, "Interests and Scholastic Proficiency," 
Personnel Journal, 9:249-250, Octqber, 1930. 
l9sdward K. Strong, Vocational Interests of Men and Women 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1934T; p. 4. 
li 
!· 
!l 
•; ,, 
20J. Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee, The Child and His Cur- , 
riculum, Second Edition (New York: Appleton-Century-ODfts, Inc.~ 
1950), p. 137. 
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tion. Some results, which may have significance or relevance, 
i are as follows: first, children's interests are learned. 
Second, with increase of age, children show more interest in 
self-improvement and educational opportunities. In social 
studies he found that it was not favorably mentioned by the 
majority of the children. Third, the expressed interests and ., 
their evidenced needs showed a lack of parallel choices. 
,' Failure to acquire these interests in childhood could leave a 
life-long gap. They mentioned in their study that the child's 
outside-of-school interests were quite restricted. (In other 
words, interests were superimposed by adult objectives, or re-
strained for cultural reasons.) 
Margaret Batten emphasizes that "teachers need to spend 
, more time to do research and to prepare to help children with 
23 
varying interests." (This raises the questio~ How much time 
should be allotted to preparation of lessons? Are they tailored 
1: 
2lnouglas Fryer, Measurement of Interest (New York: Henry 
Holt & Company, 1930), p. v. 
22Arthur T. Jersild and Ruth J. Tasch, "Children's Interest$ 
and What They Suggest for Education," (New York: Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1949), 
pp. 71-83. 
23Margaret Batten "Teaching Through Pupil Interests," 1h! 
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to tit the individual needs and interests? Are they prepared to; 
•' 
tit the needs of' the great middle group, ignoring both the high i: 
and low I. Q.. groups? How can the problem be met?) 
In his study of' interests and the curriculum Stuart E. 
Dean based some of' these statements on an earlier philosophy 
that the old conception of' education had two phases: a. to 
"break the will" of' children, and b. to "f'orce them into the 
··mold of' an adult." (The importance of' children's interests was 
'! 
•i 
not universally recognized.) "Intrinsic motivation which 
evolves the learner's own purposing, planning and appraisal of' 
need is f'undamental.n 24 
In building a curriculum on children's interests rather 
than upon traditional and empirical data there has been drawn 
Ji much criticism f'rom critics. Yet the reliability of' children's'' 
! 
pref'erences and their consistency in choice was shown to be 
remarkably high. Dr. Chase made many interesting comments on 
' f'indings and assumptions pe~nent to this area: 
The skeptic sometimes says that children would not 
be very reliable in rating pref'erences f'or subjects f'or 
they would tend to vary f'rom time to time. In both his 
studies reliability of' the check list was determined by 
the Pest retest method, that is, submitting the check 
ii~tc~~~!~~t~~~sm~~t~~t~8 ;~~di:~t!~r!h:i~~~;t.~~e~~i~~9:~5 
\i 
; 
;, 
!: 
Again, on page 3 he stated that investigators found readini 
ability, intelligence and chronoligcal age had no eff'ect on 
24stuart E. Dean, "A Study to Determine the Relationships 
1 Between Preferences and Achievement," (unpublished Doctor's 
dissertation, Boston University, Boston, Mass., 1949), p. 205. 
25chase and Wilson, op. cit., p. 3. 
' 
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preferences of certain studies. 26 (This posed the question .fori: 
the present study: Will intelligence have any effect on certain!' 
~ l 
written activities as a factor in children's pre.ferencest) 
The possibility of intelligence being a factor in the pre-
ferences of ten written activities of the social studies bad 
not been explored by D. V. Wallenthin, 27 but she continuously 
recommended that this might be on important area to test. 
j. 
These activities based on motivation involve de.finite skills in' 
, attaining the goal or objective. This, then, would involve some 
·' 
pure thinking (or, as Descartes calls it, "thinking substances,,. 
fis against "extended substances"7 Which call upon the mind .for 
reasoning, concentrated will to follow through, apperception, 
or those things not reliant upon concrete stimuli.) 
Another point to look into is bow consistent will a repeat 
of the Wa llentbin study be when comparing it wi tb results o:f 
that group? Dr. Chase speculates: 
For most of the activities at both grade levels ,Lfifth :; 
and sixth7 the statistical probabilities are that at the 1 
time the-study ffiy Wallenthi!Y' was done, they would rank · 
in approximately the ~ame order shown here bad other 
classrooms been used. 8 
It will be interesting to see if this prediction holds true 
today. 
Melbo questions, "Another problem is to decide what is the 
' 
actual part of children's interest for intelligent selection or·· 
'! 
26Loc. cit. 
--
2-7wallentbin, op. cit. 
28cbase and Wilson, op. cit., P• 15. 
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;I interests for curriculum planning. n29 He made an important 
statement by saying that it is ~ challenge for the school to 
provide necessary experiences so that all pupils will mare 
'i competently toward a goal of self-direction. "No system which 
disregards the interests of its pupils can be successrul.n30 
In Foley•s31 study, a check-list of thirty-eight items was 
used to indicate the preferences in writing, ora~ and manual 
types of activities. Of these thirty-eight activities, less 
than 12 per cent of the children stated that they disliked any 1' 
very much. The first twenty-five items were liked by more than,, 
half of the class. 
Duva132 tried the same experiment in 1952 on another group. 
He found results which were nearly identical in the first 
choices for social studies: 9.40 in 1947; 9.82 in 1952. 
YoAkum stated, "It has been recognized that before childre~ 
can study, they must have been directed in some manner to under~ 
take a definite activity in a more or less systematic way.n33 
(Would improper presentation of a lesson skills needed in out-
,, 
\, 
29Irving R. Melbo and A. o. Bowden, Social Psychologr or II 
Education XV (New York: McGraw Hill Book Co., Inc., l937 ,p.296~ 
n 
30Loc. cit. !; 
. 31Harriet M. Foley, "Preferences of Fifth Grade Children fov 
Certain Social Studies Activities," (unpublished Master's thesi~ 
Boston University, 1951). 
32David P. Duval, *Preferences of Fifth Grade Children for 
Certain Social Studies Activities," (unpublished Master's tbesi~h 
Boston University, 1952). :: 
33c. A. Yoakum, Modern Methods and Techniques of Teaching 
(New York: Macmillan Company, 1948), p. vii. 
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lining or summarizing be partially responsible for the diffi-
culties encountered by the groups tested?) 
Assignment is important because it is the initial step!i 
in the pursuit of learning: provides opportunity for crea- ;; 
tive mental set, appraisal of knowledge, and makes neces- · 
sary knowledge concerning organized procedure ••• indi vidualii 
dif'f'erences, consideration and plans for socialized learn-i! 
ing.34 ;: 
;I Dr. Chase also mentions that a teacher may make unwise de- <i 
n 
cisions by avoiding activities which are disliked by children. i! q 
1! 
He cautions that some classrooms never use some of the various 1: 
;i 
kinds of activities. Yet some of these activities are the very: 
ones that the child needs "to promote his learning, his under-
standing, his skill.n:35 
Horne states that: 
Intelligence is to be alert in f'oresaeing the end and \1 
being concerned with data pertinent thereto. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Instruction is two-fold: (a) to find specific, pur-
poseful and interesting activities; and (b) to deal with 
things as conditions for attainment of ends of these ac-
tivities.36 
(He seems to infer that the study of the mind, how it is traine~, 
or how it could be trained to fulfill his objectives should 
evolve in a way acceptable to him.) His theory of interest is 
that "a topic must be connected with the promotion of an activ-
ity having a purpose ••• wbat he is studying is the way to 
his objective.n3? 
34 Loc. cit. 
~Chase and Wilson, op. cit., p. 25. 
36Herman Harrell Horne, Democracy and Education (New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 19501 PP• 165-169. 
---~· ======== ====== 
Dewey, from whom Horne fashions his philosophy, gives us 
this meaning that between the: 
••• initial power or motivation and the goal or 're-
mote limit' lies the great 'middle conditions•--acts to 
be performed; difficulties to be overcome, 'will' through 
which initi~S activities will reach a satisfactory 'con-
summation.' 
One bas to have the foresight of results, the will to hold, or 
"depth to hold the foreseen outcome" (stick-to-it-tiveness), 
for with it comes self-realization, self-enhancement, recogni-
tion, and many of the factors which make the "in-between" 
struggles worth while. 
3~ewey, op. cit., p. 142. 
39 Loc. cit. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
After receiving permission from the superintendent of : 
schools in the community to be tested, the questionnaire from 
the Wal~nthin thesis was duplicated and presented to 717 stu-
dents in the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grades, or 
twenty-four classes. The fifth and sixth grades were used as 
one part of this study; the seventh and eighth as another; and 
the high I.Q.•s and low I.Q. •s in all grades were tabulated 
independently and by sex, with each grade having ita own sum-
•1 mary, ranking, and comparison sheets. 
Each test paper was coded in the following manner: Boys--
1 B1 , B2 ; Girls--Gl, G2, etc. This indicated the sex and the 
number in his classroom for identification purposes. Each set 
had the teacher's name, child's I.Q.•s, some with as many as 
three tests. This procedure kept the child's true identity 
shielded; yet his score could be rechecked in case of errors 
which might be found in correcting the questionnaires. The 
teachers were permitted to read the directions if the pupils 
were unable to do so or if the questions were not fUlly under-
stood. Most of the students had little reading difficulty, so, 
generally speaking all the tests moved along smoothly. All but · 
two sets were completed on the same day. These two additional 
sets of questionnaires were given to fill in where errors on 
... 20-
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il 
1, the test papers previously given might be f'ound. d There were n !i 
f'ew errors, so all of these additional sets were included in thf 
'i study. \I I, 
H !I 
All the questionnaires were tabulated by grade (each child~s 
j: 
:; 
individually), girls and boys separately, ranging from highest 11 
,I , 
1i to lowest I.Q., thus facilitating the anticipated work f'or Partj, 
:l 2. Totals were found for each class, tabulated by classes, !I 
!\ 
., ranked according to preferences, and then comparison charts wer* 
; !I 
.I worked out by classes, grades, sex, and intelligence quotients. i' 
d 
1
; Each grade was tabulated separately before the comparison tabJe # 
H 
. ,
'• .,
were made to summarize the results • 
In Part 2 the top segment consisted of' 25 per cent in the 
,, 
highest I.Q. bracket for each grade, boys and girls separately. 1! 
The same procedure was repeated for all the low groups with thelr 
d 
corresponding tables. This group consisted of 200 pupils from 
the two segments, high and low. The top group ranged f'rom 171 •: 
I.Q. down to 128 I.Q. The low group ranged from 110 down to 
, 78 I.Q.. There was difficulty in securing enough students in 
the low group below average mentality to make up the "retarded 
!i section." 
In Part 3 the same instrument was given to the seventh !i 
and eighth grades wher>e the similar procedure was used to see 
., there would be diff'erences inc hoices from grades five through 
eight as well as the segmented groups in Part 2. 
To sum up, there are forty tables in this study from which 
observations, findings, conclusions, and suggestions have been 
" ~ I
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i Statistical procedure.-- The instrument (see Appendix) 
was the same as used by the Wallenthin study, known as "paired-! 
comparison." First, how were the activities chosen? There wer~ 
,, 
!• some 100 types of activities common to many classrooms as well 
1 as from textbooks and other sources from which this instrument 
·I 
·: 
,, 
was compiled. From these, ten of the most common but difficult' 
types used in most classrooms, were selected. How should they 
be presented? The paired-comparison method was selected. This,i 
meant that each activity was compared with every other activity;. 
1 ' The formula selected was the one used by Vivian Weedon: 
N~N-ll 
2 -
10~10-ll 
2 = 
90 = T 45 
This meant that if ten activities were chosen, forty-five 
:; different items would have to be made up f'or the instrument. 
,I 
d 
A second chart was set up to make sure that there would be 
no duplications. These were ,done at random using social studie$ 
material common to both fifth and sixth grades. While the ma-
1 terial was secondary, it was within their experiences. Table 
II will show how this table was set up. 
Table I will show the code. The first ten letters of the 
alphabet were used. No. 1 was "a;" No. 2 was activity "b;" and\! 
!\ 
so on to letter nj," or No. 10. Both letters and numbers were !i i{ 
:l 
,, 
used interchangeably in some of' the comparison and ranking 
tables where there was a lack of space in writing out the en-
I! 
il 
tire activity. 
lvivian Weedon, "A Technique for Deter1rlning Interest," 
1 Educational Research Bulletin, Vol. XIII, No.9(December 12,1934~ 
=···c"c::::: .. d~·-Qn:t:Iiiiie_ZI-1~om Nov&mh~14F-19MF-:t aaue.-}- · i! 
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:i 
il Tabulation code.-- The ten activities chosen in the 
' 
,j 
'' Wallen thin the sis were repeated here because knowledge of it 
i !I 
!I q 
~ j 
seemed important to the understanding of the method used. 
These ten activities were both numbered and lettered to make 
it easy to follow on charts were space was limited. The activJ 
ities were listed consistently, keeping the same letter and 
number throughout. 
TABLE I 
KEY TO TABUlATION 
Number Activity 
1 (a) Copy material 
2 (b) Write a list 
3 (c) Write a stumnary Code 
4 (d) Write an outline 
5 (e) Work with a com-
' 
l:a s::r 
mittee to write 2 =b 7 =s 
a report 3 ;:- c 8=h 
6 (f) Write a question 4 :d 9 = i 
7 (g) Write a report 5 :e 10 = j 
by.yourselt' 
8 (h) Write a letter 
9 (i) Write a diary 
10 ( j) Take notes on a 
class :peport 
With this list of activities a chart was set up whereby 
i' 
1! 
each activity could be compared with every other activity. 
use of the Weedon :formula, it was possible to determine the 
number of items to be used, namely, 45 items. 
By \i 
With these 45 choices Table II was set up so that no one 
.! 
.; 
'! 
l; 
~~ 
choice could be duplicated. Random choices were established to,; ,, 
1: 
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' 
TAB IE II !I i! 
GUIDE FOR PAIRED-COMPARISON OF TEN WRITTEN ACTIVITIES !l ,! ,, 
!j 
I 
Item Comparing Item Comparing Item Comparing lJ li 
No. Activities No. Activities No. Activities " ;; 
1. 1 with 7 16. 5 with 6 31. 5 with 8 
2. 2 
" 
3 17. 2 
" 
9 32. 5 
" 
3 
3. 3 
" 
8 18. 3 n 10 33. 4 
" 
7 
4. 5 
" 
6 19. 6 It 4 34. 1 .. 3 
5. 2 It 7 20. 4 .. 9 35. 10 n 2 
6. 5 n 10 21. 10 .. 6 36. 7 
" 
8 
7. 6 n 1 22. 8 n 2 37. 8 n 9 
8. 2 .. 1 23. 7 
" 
3 38. 7 n 10 
9. 9 n 5 24. 6 n 9 39. 8 n 1 
10. 3 
" 
4 25. 4 n 2 40. 3 
" 
6 
11. 4 n 5 26. 10 n 4 41. 10 II 8 
12. 1 II 5 27. 7 n 5 42. 6 n 2 
13. 9 II 3 28. 1 n 9 43. 9 n 10 
14. 6 2 7 29. 9 
" 
7 4il. 8 
" 
4 
:1 15. 2 
" 
6 30. 4 n 1 45. 1 n 10 I· 
H i ~ 
I !: " 
~ ; 
" 
Af'ter the prererences had been tabulated and swmnary table$ 
:1 
bad been made, ranging prererences by percentages seemed a 
•I 
clearer means of communicating this inrormation. This is how ij 
ii 
!': ;, 
H it was done. Each child had made forty-five choices on his i' •' ,, 
" !; i! I· i! paper (or checkmarks). If there were forty-five choices for i: 
i 
each child and there were twenty-seven children in the class, 
:; the number of items in the class equaled the product of 27 time • 
.· ! ~
45 items, the total for the class or 1215 choices. 
By adding all the preferences in column "a,• or copying 
I 
material, the total showed that twenty-seven children chose thi~ 
item 925 times. The percentage was round by dividing 925 by 
1215, or 74 percent. 
By continuing this process, the entire number of percen-
tages for the .cla~s o~ all written activities was found in all 
summary ani comparison tables in this chapter. 
24 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 
Part A 
Tables of Fifth and Sixth Grades Similar to 
Wallenthin Study for Comparisons 
n ,. 
;i 
1 
L 
i' 
•' ,, 
.• 1 i; 
'" 
'I 
li 
l 
,! 
;l 
I I, 
TABLE III 
i! 
!l ,, 
RANKING (R) OF ACTIVITIES OF 173 FIFTH AND 160 SIXTH l 
GRADE PUPILS TESTED (BY CLASS GROUPS) !; il 
il ,, 
G G G G G G G G G G G G G G II ll Key v v v v v v v VI VI VI VI VI VI VI Key 1: 
R R R R R R R R R R R R R R !I ll 
a. 4 5 1 3 6 4 1 10 9 6 9 9 6 6 a. 
b. 3 6 5 5 4 5 5 7 6 4 3 3 4 6 b. 
c. 6 9 6 10 3 7 9 6 7 6 6 6 9 10 c. ,, ji 
d. 7 10 10 9 7 4 6 5 8 10 7 5 10 4 d. •J ;; 
e. 2 2 2 2 5 3 3 4 5 5 5 1 3 3 e. 11 
f. 9 4 9 9 10 8 6 9 10 9 5 5 7 9 f. 1\ ,, 
g. 1 1 5 6 2 3 7 1 2 1 2 4 2 1 g. il ii 
h. 1 3 4 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 3 1 6 h. 1 ~ 
i. 5 1 3 4 5 6 4 3 4 3 4 2 5 2 i. 
j. 10 5 6 4 9 2 8 8 9 6 10 10 9 7 j. 
q 
:1 Table III. In this study the fifth grade choice for first 
!i q 
!. place was number 8, write a letter, with numbers 1 and 7, copy :1 
li 
material and write a report by yourself, tied for second place. i1 
H 
The least preferred activity was number 6, write a question; :: 
and next to the last choice was number 4, write an outline. 
Grade ~ix chose number a, write a lette~as first choice 
and number 7, write a report by yourself, as second choice. 
The least preferred choice was number 1, copy material, and 
I 
' number 10, take notes on class reports, both tied for tenth 
'I place. Activity number 6, write a question, stood in ninth 
I' ;I 
I' li 
'l il 
' place. l! 
In the ranking preferences of the Wallen thin study, 1 each ll 
activity had a wide range reaching from ninth 
or second, or to first place in sixth grade. 
=-·:# ·--·-:· Lwallentfl,~ op. cit. 1 :e. 19. 
i 
I 
i 
il 
to tenth, to firs~ 
'I 
Activities II j! 
!i 
l ~ 
26 
.I 
:! preferred in tba t grade (sixth) were numbers 5, 8, and 9, 
write a committee report, write a letter, and write a diary, 
; raqtng in that order most consistently at the top. 
' d 
In the fifth grade numbers 5 and 9, write a committee 
report and write a letter, were nearest to the top. 
TABLE VI 
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR 190 FIFTH AND 160 
SIXTH GRADE PUPILS' TESTS 
Activity Rank 
8. Write a letter 1. 
7. Write a report by yourself 2 
5. Write a committee report 3 
9. Write a diary 4 
2. Write a list 5 
1. Copy material 6 
10. Take notes on a class report 7 
3. Write a summary 8 
4. Write an outline 9 
6. Write a question 1(]} 
Per 
Cent 
61.5 
59.2 
56.5 
55.2 
53.3 
48.0 
48.0 
42.9 
40.9 
40.8 
Table VI. In grades five and six, the overall totals of 
both grades showed that number 8, write a letter, ranked as 
first choice; number 7, write a report by yourself took second 
place. The least preferred activity was number 6, write ~. 
question, with number 4, write an outline, ranking next to the 
last choice. 
On page 26 of the Wallenthin study working in a committee 
ranked first, number 5; number 6, writing a question, ranked 
last in her study. In Dr. Chase's article he inferred that if 
1 the same test bad been given to another group, the same time 
=::::::::.::-=.::.:·::=- - ··--~;:::::--.':--·--~-=--~-···-·:.::-~~.:=::.::..:=:=.:::.::· 
' i! 
u 
'I 
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that Miss Wallenthin had given hers there might be similarities 
in results. In this one comparison chart of the fifth and 
sixth grades it was similar in the least preferred choice, 
number 6, write a question. 
TABLE VII 
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR 160 SIXTH GRADE 
PUPILS FOR TESTS GIVEN 
Activity Rank 
8. Write a letter 1 
7. Write a report by yourself 2 
9. Write a diary 3 
5. Work with a committee to write 
a report 4 
2. Write a list 5 
3. Write a surmnary 6 
4. Write an outline 7 
1. Copy material 8 
6. Write a question 9 
10. Taken notes on a class report 10 
Per 
Cent 
.583 
.471 
.539 
.518 
.494 
• 412 
• 412 
.372 
.371 
.371 
Table VII. In the sixth grade classes both number 8, write 
a letter, and number 7, write a report by yourself, were the 
same as in Table VI. Tied for the least preferred choices were 
number 6, write a questio~and number 10, take notes on a class 
report. Over 50 per cent of grade six in the high I.Q. bracket 
chose these for the activities it least preferred to do. Num-
ber 1, copy material, was a close second, and it was similar to 
the total group in Table VI. Is it because the least preferred 
activity so uniformly chosen by the bright children may indi-
cate that this type of class needs a challenge beyond what is 
being offered him in the present-day classroom? 
28 
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TABLE VIII 
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR 190 FIFTH GRADE PUPILS ON TESTS GIVEN li j; 
II I! 
II II I. 
II 
Act. Per 
No. Activity Rank Cent 
;I 
!i 
I' 
II 
I! 
li 
I· 
.: 
8 Write a letter 1 56.1 
7 Write a report by yourself 2 53.2 
5 Work with a committee to write a report 3 52.3 
2 Write a list 4 50.8 
1 Copy material 5 49.9 
9 Write a diary 6 48.8 
10 Take notes on class reports 7 48.7 
3 Write a summary 8 42.7 
6 Write a question 9 39.8 
4 Write an outline 10 39.2 
Table VIII. Here again, tn the fifth grade class result a,:: 
! ~ 
' 
number 8, write a letter, was in agreement with the first choicf 
" 
as in Tables VI and VII. Number 7, write a report by yourself,\! 
!i 
,j 
was similar to Table VI and VII, second choice, Number 6, 
write a question, and number 4, write an outline, were least 
preferred; again similar to Tables VI and VII. Number 6, write 
a question, was chosen in both ninth and tenth positions, 
Tables VI and VII. 
In the Wallenthin study on page 29 the fifth grade ~e-
ferred to write a committee report, number 5; scale 63 leading 
by a margin of 8.9. Number 6, write a question, was least 
preferred, scale 40.1. Writing a summary, number 3, was next 
to the lowest. There was a close proximity of scale with no ii 
I 
violent likes or dislikes in the other choices. 
·., 
29 
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TABLE IX 
COMPARISONS OF RESULTS OF FIFTH AND 
SIXTH GRADE PREFERENCES 
Grade VI Grade v 
Act. Per Act. Per 
No. Rank Cent No. Rank Cent 
a 1 5a.3 a 1 56.1 
7 2 57.1 7 2 53.2 
5 3 53.9 5 3 52.3 
2 4 51. a 9 4 5o. a 
1 5 49.4 2 5 49.9 
9 6 41.2 1 6 4a.a 
10 7 41.2 10 7 4a.7 
3 a 37.2 3 a 42.7 
6 9 37.1 4 9 39.a 
4 10 37.1 6 10 39.2 
Table IX. Grade six chose number a, write a letter; number 
7, write a report by yourself, was chosen in second place. The 
least preferred choices were number 6, write a question, in 
ninth place, and number 4, write an outline, in tenth position. 
In both fifth and sixth grades the choices in first, second, 
ninth and the tenth places were the same. 
In the Wallenthin study {pages 29-30), both grades chose 
writing a committee report, number 5, over all others; both 
grades chose write a letter, number a, as second place. There 
was an interchange of preferences in third and fourth places, 
with grade six placing write a report, number 5, in third 
place, and number 2, write a list, in the fourth place. Simi-
larly, number 9, write a diary, and number 10, take notes on a 
class report, are in reverse order. Most difficult for grade 
five was number 3, write a summary, and for grade six, number 
6, write a question. Studying these lists for rank 
30 
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could make an interesting analysis if one had access to infer- ii l! ,, 
mation from the files of individual members in the groups. 
What factors appear to control these choices? 
TABLE X 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF 20 SIXTH GRADE PUPILS 
ON TEN WRITTEN ACTIVITIES OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES 
Nine Girls Eleven Boys 
Pupi Number 
Act. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11121314 l5 JB17l819 ro 
No. Number of times th s activity was chosen 
1 5 6 6 4 8 5 2 4 0 5 2 6 1 3 1 3 5 4 7 5 
2 4 4 6 6 7 3 3 7 3 5 2 5 5 4 5 3 4 5 4 5 
3 3 6 5 3 3 6 4 5 6 2 8 2 7 5 5 2 6 3 2 4 
4 2 6 1 7 0 2 4 0 2 0 5 3 5 0 3 4 1 0 4 5 
5 5 2 2 7 5 2 4 6 5 8 5 5 1 8 6 4 6 4 6 5 
6 4 2 1 0 6 6 0 2 3 8 0 7 4 8 5 5 2 6 6 9 
7 8 7 8 7 6 8 6 7 7 5 9 6 7 6 6 6 7 9 6 2 
8 6 5 l 2 4 5 9 6 7 6 5 4 7 5 5 5 7 3 3 2 
9 5453476 2 8 2 6 4 6 2 5 4 4 9 3 4 
10 3 3 5 4 2 1 7 6 4 4 3 3 2 4 4 8 3 2 2 4 
Total 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 4545 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 
Table X. The above chart, like the Wallenthin Table X, is' 
a cross section of an average class, heterogeneously grouped. 
Its purpose is to make a comparison with a similar group. Both:; 
boys and girls preferred activity number 7, write a report by 
yourself, while in Wallenthin, pages 31-32, it was activity 
number 8, write a letter, and number 7, write a report by your-
self, tying for first place. 
Table X (Cont.) The combined totals of members in grade 
six placed activity number 6, write a report by yourself, as 
first preference. Number 4, write an outline, was least pre-
' ferred. '· In Wallenthin (pages 31-32) activity numbers 8, write 1: 
J$ 
a letter, 7, write a report by yourself, and 3, write a summaryM 
were highest choices. 
the above table. 
;; 
The others were pretty well mixed as in ;· 
'! 
j; 
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TABLE XI 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF 20 FIFTH GRADE PUPILS 
ON TEN WRITTEN ACTIVITIES OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES 
Thirteen Girls Seven Boys 
Pupil Number 
Act. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213 1415E 171819 20 
No. Number of times this activity was chosen 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
5 
5 
7 
1 
0 
3 
2 
8 
7 
7 
7 
3 
3 
6 
5 
9 
1 
1 
6 
4 
5 5 4 
3 3 4 
3 2 6 
3 3 2 
7 7 3 
5 6 2 
4 4 9 
8 3 3 
2 6 6 
5 6 6 
6 8 6 3 5 1 3 5 
4 3 1 4 5 4 4 3 
2 2 6 6 3 4 6 2 
3 3 5 2 2 5 3 3 
2 7 0 4 8 7 4 7 
6 5 0 6 4 2 0 6 
4 0 3 3 7 5 8 4 
6 8 5 8 6 5 8 3 
6 8 7 3 1 5 5 6 
6 1 6 6 4 4 4 6 
Total 45 45 4545 4545 45 4545 45 454545 
5 5 1 2 3 3 1 
4446857 
4 4 5 9 4 5 5 
7 2 2 3 4 4 4 
3 6 6 7 4 2 2 
2173031 
7 8 7 9 9 6 9 
4473567 
6 6 4 3 7 4 7 
3 5 4 2 1 6 2 
45 45 45 4545 45 45 
'1 
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Table XI. In this fifth grade individual pupil table for ,' 
;I 
" 
•
1 
first choice the girls tied number 5, work in a committee, with :1 
H 
number 6, write a question, and number 8 1 write a letter. 
seemed to be no definite least choice. The boys chose number 7~ 
I; 
l! write a report alone, as first preference and number 1, copy :• 
H 
material, as the least preferred activity. ii 
ll 
In Wallenthin there were no outstanding preferences. All 
preferences were pretty well mixed. There seemed a leaning 
i 
I' toward number 5, working in a commit tee, number 9, write a 
diary, and number 2 1 make a list. 
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number 7, write a report by yourself, ranked in first place; :I 
the last place was number 4, write an outline. 
In the Wallenthin study (pages 33~34), number 5, 
commdttee report, ranked in first place with the boys; 
number 9, write a diary, ranked first with the girls. 
write a il 
I' 
activityjj 
Both ji 
:. chose activity number 9, write a letter, as second choice. !i 
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TABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF THE PREFERENCES OF ELEVEN BOYS 
AND NINE GIRLS IN THE SIXTH GRADE 
Eleven Boys Nine Girls 
Activity 
Number Rank Per Cent Rank Per Cent 
1 8 43.4 6 49.3 
2 6 47.4 4 53.0 
3 7 46.4 5 50.6 
4 10 30.3 9 29.6 
5 3 58.4 7 47.0 
6 2 60.6 10 22.2 
7 1 69.8 1 72.8 
8 4 50.5 2 55.5 
9 5 49.4 3 55.4 
10 9 40.4 8 43.1 
Table XII. A comparison of choices of boys and girls in 
the sixth grade showed the following results: boys preferred 
li i: 
II !. 
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activity number 7, write a report by yourself; girls chose the : 
,, 
:. same. The boys least preferred number 4, write an outline; tbei! 
,. •I 
., 
girls disliked number 6, write a question. 
In the Wallentbin study (page:35), boys chose number 7, 
write a report by yourself; girls chose number 8, write a 
letter. For least preferred the boys chose number 6, write a 
question and the girls disliked number 7, write a report by 
yourself. Other choices seemed indeterminate. 
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TABLE XIII 
COMPARISON OF THE PREFERENCES OF SEVEN BOYS 
AND THIRTEEN GIRLS IN THE FIFTH GRADE 
Activity 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Seven Boys 
Rank Per Cent 
9 
2 
4.5 
7 
6 
10 
1 
4.5 
3 
8 
32.2 
60.3 
57.1 
44.4 
47.6 
26.9 
87.3 
57.1 
58.7 
36.5 
Thirteen Girls 
Rank 
4 
9 
8 
10 
5 
6.5 
6.5 
1 
2 
3 
Per Cent 
53.8 
39.3 
44.4 
25.6 
52.1 
46.2 
46.2 
61.5 
58.1 
57.2 
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Table XIII. A comparison of preferences of boys and girls II 
,I 
in the fifth grades indicated these results: boys preferred i! 
I! activity number 7, write a report by yourself; least preferred !i 
n 
" 1: was number 6, write a question. The girls preferred number a, II 
/,write a letter; least preferred was number 4, write an outline.!! 
i• 
In the Wallenthin study (page 36) boys preferred to do ll.,ll 
i! 
:! 
I 
., 
;i 
number 7, write a report by yourself 1 and they least preferred 11 
I! number 6, write a question. Girls chose writing a dairy, 
number 9; they least preferred to write an outline, number 4. 
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PART B 
TABLES OF PREFERENCES BY I. Q. ' s 
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Act. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
TABLE XIV 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF TWENTY-FIVE SIXTH GRADE BOYS 
WITH I.Q. 'S RANGING FROM 128 TO 154 
Pupil Number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 n J2 13 14 l5 lf3 17 lB l9 ro a 22 23 24 25 
Number of times this activity was chosen 
2 1 1 1 0 5 3 2 6 3 5 1 1 1 4 0 2 1 7 1 2 1 2 1 2 
5 2 5 3 4 5 7 4 6 5 5733447 4 7 5 5 5 3 5 4 
2 3 5 5 5 3 6 5 7 4 2 6 2 5 6 5 3 6 3 3 5 7 8 7 1 
7 5 8 6 5 2 2 7 3 3 0 2 1 4 4 3 4 8 9 8 8 5 5 5 2 
9 2 2 5 4 5 8 7 1 3 8 5 4 8 3 8 4 2 3 4 6 8 5 1 8 
5 3 2 2 2 1 6 2 9 6 8 7 4 1 1 1 2 3 6 1 2 3 1 4 7 
2 9 8 7 9 6 6 8 2 9 5 0 7 3 7 7 9 5 3 8 8 7 9 7 7 
4 8 6 7 8 8 1 5 4 7 6 8 9 6 7 5 6 4 2 4 3 6 5 7 8 
2 7 4 6 6 5 2 0 7 3 6 5 9 8 5 9 5 6 0 7 0 1 6 6 3 
5 5 2 3 2 5 4 5 4 2 2 4 4 5 4 3 3 6 5 4 5 2 3 2 3 
Total 45 45 45 4545 45 4545 45 45 45 4545 45 45 45 45 45 45 4545 45 45 45 45 
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Table XIV. These twenty-five sixth grade boys of high I.QJ 
:I 
:i :: 
:; range elected these as their choices: number 7, write a report !i 
.i 
i 
alone, was their first choice; second choice was number 8, 
write a letter; ninth choice was number 10, take notes on a 
class report; and in tenth place was number 1, copy material. 
TABLE XV 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF TWENTY-FIVE SIXTH GRADE GIRLS 
WITH I.Q.'S RANGING FROM 125 TO 171 
Pupil Number 
Act. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 lll21314151S 17 lBl9 ro 2122 23 24 25 
No. Number or times this activity was Chosen 
1 1 2 6 1 3 3 0 4 7 5 6 1 4 2 6 5 4 2 3 3 6 4 1 0 2 
2 3 7 3 5 3 5 5 3 6 4 4 5 3 5 5 6 3 2 5 5 5 4 4 6 3 
3 4 3 4 5 2 5 6 4 4 3 6 4 2 4 7 4 5 8 3 5 0 2 7 2 5 
4 4 6 4 6 4 4 2 6 4 2 6 3 1 7 2 5 4 5 0 1 4 6 6 2 4 
5 8 1 6 5 6 7 5 6 7 5 2 3 8 7 1 5 4 5 7 4 7 8 6 6 4 
6 3 4 1 1 3 5 2 3 2 4 2 4 6 2 9 1 2 1 1 2 4 2 0 3 3 
7 6 9 4 3 2 9 5 5 7 8 7 5 6 8 2 5 6 5 6 6 3 6 8 6 7 
8 3 8 7 8 8 2 9 6 0 6 5 8 6 5 3 9 9 6 8 3 8 4 5 9 4 
9 9 3 8 8 9 4 8 5 4 5 4 9 7 0 7 2 7 9 9 9 4 8 5 7 9 
10 4 2 2 3 5 1 3 3 4 3 3 3 2 5 3 3 1 2 3 7 4 1 3 4 3 
------=~··~~Qt_a..l.15 45 4545:_4§]5:}[.4§ 45 46_*}6 45 ~ 45 45 .~ 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 
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Table rv. There was fairly even distribution of choices I! 
among the girls on the ten activities. !I Each girl's score was p 
tabula ted separately to find her. most-liked and least-liked i/ 
I ~~ 
1! 1l 
preference. In the total group of twenty-five girls, activity i! 
number 6, write a question, was least preferred. For the most-11 
I' ii liked activity, number 8, write a letter, was chosen first by 11 
just one point above the others. None chose activity number 2, il 
ii II il write a list, as first choice individually; none chose number li 
'! II 
i! 8 as the least preferred activity. This was also true of numbe~ 
H ~· •• ~.!; 
5 1 write a committee report, or number 7, write a report by I· 
" q 
yourself. 
TABLE X:VI 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF SIXTEEN FIFTH GRADE BOYS 
ON THE TEN WRITTEN ACTIVITIES OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES 
{I.Q. 'S RANGING FROM 120 TO 149) 
Pupil Number 
Act. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
No. Number of times this activity was chosen 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
8 5 8 2 6 
1 7 2 1 7 
6 1 4 6 3 
3 1 5 5 2 
6 6 8 6 4 
5 8 8 0 6 
4 2 3 4 3 
2 5 2 8 9 
2 5 4 6 3 
2 5 1 7 2 
8 1 2 6 
5 1 4 3 
7 9 8 6 
5 6 5 5 
6 3 8 3 
0 3 0 5 
2 7 8 5 
8 5 2 3 
2 5 4 3 
2 5 4 5 
5 1 5 
4 7 4 
4 5 7 
7 4 3 
3 2 5 
2 1 1 
7 9 5 
4 7 2 
6 7 '8 
3 2 5 
Total 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 
6 5 
4 3 
3 8 
1 4 
7 4 
2 5 
5 2 
6 8 
7 1 
4 5 
45 45 
7 5 
5 5 
2 5 
4 5 
6 8 
4 2 
3 8 
8 3 
3 0 
3 4 
45 45 
Table X:VI. The fifth grade boys in the high I.Q. range 
i, 
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' indicated that number 6, write a question, was least preferred.!! 
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TABLE XVII n ,, ,. 
n 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF FIFTEEN FIFTH GRADE GIRLS 
ON THE TEN WRITTEN ACTIVITIES OF THE ro CIAL STUDIES 
(I.Q. 1S RANGING FROM 130 to 161) I· 
" !; 
:1 
Pupil Number h 
" 
Act. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
No. Nwnber of times this activitl was chosen 
1 1 5 7 8 2 3 9 2 7 5 2 8 5 3 4 
2 3 3 8 6 6 6 3 7 6 4 5 8 5 4 5 
,. 
3 3 5 2 5 5 4 2 4 2 5 4 1 7 3 4 
4 6 4 2 4 0 7 2 0 3 4 5 3 1 5 6 
5 7 4 7 4 5 4 7 6 0 3 6 2 0 4 5 
6 3 2 3 7 2 6 4 3 7 1 5 8 3 5 0 I! 7 8 7 3 1 5 5 4 4 5 9 9 2 2 6 4 <' 
8 6 6 7 6 9 3 5 9 9 5 5 7 8 5 6 ll 9 5 8 3 1 9 3 4 8 3 5 4 3 7 5 8 
10 3 1 3 3 2 5 5 2 3 4 3 3 7 5 3 ii ii 
;j 
Totals 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 
Table XVII. In grade five there is a more even distribu-
tion of choices among girls than among the boys of high I.Q. 
range. There is a slight favoring of number 8, write a letter. ii 
1: 
Number 3, write a summary, and number 5, write a committee 
report, were not chosen by any of the girls as their first 
choice. Number 8, write a letter, and number 2, write a list, 
' was not chosen by an girl as her least preferred activity. 
;i 
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Table XVIII. When adding up the total number of choices 
from all preferences, the ranking for the sixth grade girls was 
as follows: first choice, number 9, write a diary; their least 
preferred choice, write a question, number 6. For the sixth 
grade boys the activity chosen most often was number 7, write 
a peport by yourself; the least preferred activity was number 
6, write a question. 
In the fifth grade the girls chose number 8, write a let-
ter, as first choice; their least preferred choice was number 
10, take notes on a class report. The fifth grade boys liked 
number 5, work with a committee to write a report; and they 
disliked number 6, write a question. The girls in the sixth 
grade and the boys in the fifth grade both chose number 6, wri~ 
a question, as the least preferred activity. Would maturity be 
a factor involved in this particular combination in choiceB? 
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TABLE XIX 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF ~WENTY-FIVE SIXTH GRADE BOYS 
ON THE TEN WRITTEN ACTIVITIES OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES 
(I.Q. 1 S RANGING FROM ?9 TO 111) 
Act. 
No. 
Pupil Number 
123456789Wll~~MWWllill~OO~~~~~ 
Number of times this activity was chosen 
1 3 3 6 ? 7 6 5 6 4 3 7 ? 4 8 4 5 5 7 5 9 ? 2 3 3 3 
2 7 5 7 5 3 6 5 6 3 6 5 5 3 4 3 3 4 5 5 4 5 9 5 6 4 
3 6 6 3 0 4 0 4 4 3 7 1 1 ? 2 8 6 4 3 1 4 2 4 6 7 4 
4 4 4 3 3 2 4 5 9 4 3 4 5 5 5 0 3 9 4 4 2 2 5 5 5 5 
5 4 8 6 5 4 6 5 3 7 4 6 8 3 6 4 5 5 5 4 2 6 4 8 6 8 
6 7 5 3 2 ? 3 9 0 4 3 4 3 1 6 6 6 3 0 3 6 4 4 2 5 0 
? 3 4 3 4 4 8 2 1 3 5 4 2 9 6 9 5 8 6 9 7 8 1 3 4 5 
8 6 3 6 ? 6 4 2 6 3 4 6 5 3 3 3 4 3 6 6 1 2 6 3 1 6 
9 3 5 4 ? 4 3 4 4 8 5 0 4 5 3 9 6 0 3 3 3 6 5 5 2 9 
10 2 2 4 5 4 5 4 6 6 5 8 5 7 2 2 2 4 6 5 7 3 5 5 ? 1 
Total 45 45 45 4545 454545 4545 45 454545 45 45 4545 45 45 45 454545 45 
ll 
~~ 
•' 
Table XIX. The individual choices of the boys in the low 
I.Q.. groups in grade six showed significant choices. Most did , 
il 
ii 
prefer to do number 1, copy material. The activity they least 
preferred was number 3, writing a summary. While there seems h 
11 
to be an even distribution of choices, or Jack of choices, ther* 
l! 
,, is a slight indication that that which is most difficult was 
chosen fewer times; that which was easiest appeared to be 
slightly in the lead. Since I.Q.'s range into the low-medium 
rather than into the lower group, preferences could be more 
H 
mixed if I.Q. did affect their choices. It might be interestin# 
if one could get an entire group of' students below 90 I.Q. to /I 
11 
do this questionnaire. Would their choices trend more toward \ 
the easiest of these activities? 
42 
TABLE XX 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF TWENTY-FIVE SIXTH GRADE GIRLS 
ON THE TEN WRITTEN ACTIVITIES OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES 
(I.Q. 'S RANGING FROM 84 TO 111) 
Act. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Pupil Number 
123456789rou~~MlliEV~~roa~~~~ 
Number of times this activity was chosen 
8 4 5 8 4 4 0 3 2 0 1 4 5 2 4 7 5 4 2 6 5 0 1 3 3 
5 4 4 7 8 7 3 3 3 1 3 2 4 3 7 7 7 5 9 6 4 4 7 3 6 
0 2 5 4 4 5 6 3 3 7 6 1 5 4 1 5 4 3 2 2 5 2 7 8 4 
3 5 1 2 7 0 2 4 6 3 5 4 4 4 7 2 4 5 2 4 6 3 5 2 6 
3 4 5 4 4 6 5 4 6 5 4 5 4 4 6 4 8 9 6 5 7 6 1 3 3 
3 3 6 5 5 2 3 6 3 2 4 2 7 0 3 4 5 4 2 3 3 7 3 3 3 
4 5 5 0 4 7 7 1 7 4 9 7 4 6 8 7 5 6 9 1 2 6 8 8 8 
6 8 7 5 3 6 7 8 6 8 6 5 4 9 6 5 2 3 9 8 8 8 5 5 5 
7 7 6 2 2 2 8 5 2 8 6 7 3 6 2 2 4 2 2 8 4 4 7 7 7 
6 3 1 8 4 6 4 8 7 7 1 8 5 7 1 2 1 4 2 2 1 5 1 3 0 
Total45 45415 4545 45 4545 45415 454545 45 4545 4545 45 415 45 41545 4545 
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Table XX. 'i The girls of the sixth grade in low I.Q.. groupsJi 
preferred activity n.umber 7, write a report by yourself, as 
first choice, and number 8, write a letter, as second choice. 
:: The activity least preferred was number 10, take notes on a 
i 
d 
1 
class report; ninth choice was number 1, copy material. The 
remaining choices were pretty well mixed. 
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TABLE XXI 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF TWENTY-THREE FIFTH GRADE BOYS 
ON THE TEN WRITTEN ACTIVITIES OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES 
(I.Q.'S RANGING FROM 78 TO 99) 
Act. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Total 
Pupil Number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 JO 1112 131415 JS 17 JB ~ ro 21 ~ 23 
Number of times this activity was chosen 
4 5 5 4 4 5 7 6 3 8 5 3 4 7 6 8 6 2 5 6 6 3 6 
4 5 5 6 6 1 6 5 5 3 5 2 8 5 3 8 6 4 2 3 7 8 5 
2 1 5 4 4 5 2 7 4 4 5 5 5 2 5 1 6 3 5 7 3 4 4 
2 5 1 2 6 3 6 5 3 4 4 4 5 3 4 6 0 2 3 8 3 4 3 
6 3 7 6 2 6 3 8 7 4 6 7 2 3 5 1 9 1 6 2 4 4 7 
4 9 3 6 4 4 8 2 2 4 3 0 6 9 1 3 3 4 4 1 5 0 5 
4 3 4 4 5 5 3 6 5 5 6 7 0 2 5 3 6 4 5 7 2 9 5 
8 3 2 4 4 8 3 3 5 5 5 6 6 5 8 7 1 8 8 7 1 5 6 
6 5 7 1 5 5 5 2 7 4 2 5 2 3 6 3 5 9 4 2 6 7 4 
5 7 6 8 5 3 2 1 4 4 4 6 7 6 2 5 3 8 3 2 8 1 0 
45 4545454545 45454545454545 45454545 45 4545454545 
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I Table XXI. The fifth grade boys in the low I.Q. group pref: 
iJ 
They I! 
., 
•i 
:j ferred number 5, work with a committee to write a report. 
II II 
:I least preferred to do number 6, write a question, and second ii 
'! !l 
:l 
from their last choice was number 3, write a summary. !i No boy 
chose number 1, copy material, as an activity he did not wish 
to do. 
TABLE XXII 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF TWENTY-TWO FIFTH GRADE GIRLS 
ON THE TEN WRITTEN ACTIVITIES OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES 
(I.Q. 's RANGING FROM 80 TO 98) 
Pupil Number 
Act. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lD 1112 J3 14 15 JS 17 18 19 ro 21 22 
No. Number of times this activity was chosen 
1 6 1 8 6 3 6 3 6 5 1 5 8 9 4 6 1 6 6 7 4 5 0 
2 6 4 3 1 4 3 8 4 6 5 7 4 6 4 4 2 2 7 7 6 5 5 
3 4 4 2 6 2 2 5 3 3 6 2 1 1 2 1 4 5 4 6 1 2 3 
4 3 4 3 5 6 5 1 3 5 2 2 5 3 5 0 7 7 2 2 6 5 5 
5 5 9 7 6 4 4 4 4 4 6 5 8 3 4 5 4 5 6 3 9 2 2 
6 2 1 5 0 6 5 1 5 1 1 4 4 6 4 4 1 2 2 9 3 3 3 ~ 
7 4 8 o 3 3 3 9 4 5 9 3 2 1 6 5 7 4 4 o 2 8 5 11 
8 7 6 8 5 8 6 4 6 4 5 6 6 6 7 7 7 4 7 6 7 6 9 u 
44 
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•' Table XXII. The .fifth grade girls in the low I. Q• group li 
'I preferred number a, write a. letter, as first choice, and number 1: 
3, write a. summary, as least choice. No girl chose number a, il 
i! 
write a. letter, as an a.ctivi ty she preferred least to do. And I! 
p 
no girl chose number 6 1 write a. question, as an activity she 
preferred most to do. 
Act. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
10 
TABLE XXIII 
COMPARISON OF THE PREFERENCES OF BOYS AND GIRLS 
IN THE LOW I.Q. GROUPS, GRADE V AND VI 
Grade 6 Grade 6 Grade 5 Grade 5 
25 Boys 25 Girls 23 Boys 22 Girls 
Rank Per Cent Rank Per Cent Rank Per Cent Rank Per Cent 
1 60.3 a 42.6 1 57.0 4 53.5 
2 59.4 4 53.3 2 54.4 5 53.0 
10 43.9 7 43.1 a 43.1 10 35.5 
9 4a.3 9 41.7 10 39.1 a 43.5 
2 61.3 5 51.1 4 53.1 3 55.0 
a 50.2 10 40.0 9 43.4 9 36.3 
4 57.0 2 60.4 6 50.7 6 47.9 
1 49.2 1 64.0 3 54.1 1 6a.6 
6 51.6 3 55.1 5 51.6 2 62.1 
5 53.1 6 43.5 7 42.9 7 45.4 
Table XXIII. In this comparison chart for low I.Q.'s, 
both boys and girls, these results appeared: in grade six the 
boys most preferred number 11 copy material; least preferred 
,, 
j, 
1i 
'· ,, I• 
•I 
!\ 
i 
I 
!! 
: 
was number 3 1 write a. summary. The girls pre.ferred number a, 
write a. letter, and least preferred was number 6, write a ques- :1 
Jl 
tion. 
In the fifth grade the boys preferred activity number 1, 
copy material; the least preferred was number 6, write a ques-
tion. Girls most preferred number a, write a letter; least pre~ 
,. 
:::c=.,~~-r=erred was namher !, write a: sUBHrmrj • 
I 
TABLE XXIV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA. TAY~N FROM THE SUMMARIES OF 
PREVIOUS TABLES FOR GRADE SIX 
Part 1 
Preferences of Girls and Boys in the High I.Q.. 
Groups of Grade Six 
Activity Number d 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 .-10 
Girls 72 111 101 110 132 71 144 151 159 79 
Boys 58 117 115 114 131 88 159 146 116 90 
Totals 150 228 216 224 263 159 303 297 275 169 
The activities most preferred by the girls in the high I.Q. •. 
group in grade six were: number 9, write a diary; second, numbe~ 
') 
I: 8, write a letter; third, number 7, write a report by yourself. 1! 
·'l 
1i The activities least preferred by these girls were: number 10, !l 
ij 
take notes on a class report; next, number 6, write a question, !1 
il in ninth place; and ranking eighth was number 1, copy material. ,! ;; 
H The activities most preferred by the boys in the high I.Q. ll 
group in grade six were as follows: number 7, write a report 
i by yourself in first place; second, number;B, write a letter; 
il 
il ll 
\; 
p ,, 
H !' 
third choice, 5, write a committee report. The activities they!i 
n 
least preferred were as follows: in last place was number 1, r 'I ,,!; 
copy material; ninth place, number 6, write a question, and in ~~ 
,, 
eighth place number 10, take notes on a class report. 
i; 
!' 
In studying boys and girls in agreement with class totals,! 
boys and girls agreed on numbers 6 and 8. Boys agreed with 
totals on numbers 1, ~ 8, and 10. Girls agreed with totals on 
.\ numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8. Girls and boys were reverse on 
=~-"~========== =====-
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:1 
choices 3 and 4. There seemed to be some consistency in choice. 
in the high I.Q. groups. They also chose more challenging ac-
tivities more often than did the low I.Q. group. 
TABLE XXIV (Continued) 
ANALYSIS OF DATA TAKEN FROM THE SUMMARIF;s OF 
PREVIOUS TABLES FOR GRADE SIX 
Part 2 
Preferences of Girls and Boys in the Low I.Q. 
Groups of Grade Six 
Activity Number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 
Girls 125 123 91 100 128 104 118 132 107 110 
Boys 96 120 97 94 154 90 136 l5<i 124 98 
Totals 225 243 188 194 243 194 254 286 231 208 
The girls in the low I.Q. bracket chose as their first 
preference ~ber 6, write a letter; second was 5, write a com-
mittee report, and third number 9, write a diary. The activity 
least preferred was number 3, write a sunmary; ninth place was ;, 
number 4, write an outline; and number 6, write a question stoo4 
,, 
in eighth place. 
'fhe sixth grade boys in the low I.Q.. group chose number 8,, 
write a letter, in first place; in second place number 7, write 
a report by yourself, and third was number 5, write a committee 
report. The least preferred activity was number 3, write a 
,l 
summary, .followed by number 4, write an outline, and in eighth 1 
place, number 6, write a question. The boys and girls agreed 
i 
on first choice. They were in complete agreement on the choicei 
;1 ;i 
Boys and girls agreed on numbers 7 and 8. Boys agreed 
with the total on numbers 3 and 6. The girls agreed with the 
totals on number a. In both high and low groups girls and 
boys reversed ranking choices on numbers ~ and 4. 
Both boys and girls liked committee work. The low I.Q.•a 
'favored it more than did the high I.Q.•s who preferred to write 
diaries and letters and reports by themselves. 
'!'ABLE XXV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA TAKEN FROM THE SUMMARIES OF 
PREVIOUS TABLES FOR GRADE FIVE 
Part 1 
Preferences of Girls and Boys in the High I.Q. 
Groups ot Grade Five 
Activity Number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Girls 71 79 57 52 71 56 73 97 79 51 
Boys 86 75 94 75 96 53 92 88 75 68 
Totals 157 154 151 127 167 109 165 187 154 119 
In grade five the activities most preferred by the girls 
were numbers 8, 9, and 2. The activities least preferred by 
this group of high I.Q.•s were numbers 10, 4, and 6. 
The boys in the high I.Q. group of the fifth grade chose 
as their first choices numbers 5, 3, and 7. The least preferre4 
, were numbers 6, 10, and 4. 
In relating the girls and boys to the totals, the girls 
agreed with the total in the first choice, number a, write a 
letter. The girls more often agreed with the totals than did 
=.c--:==··.~qe b ~~-:= The .Pol~. 8:£~~~~,_-wi ~~_jp_L total in sixtg Pltoe, 
:: 
:1 
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:I 
•j 
·I 
writing a question. Boy boys and girls agreed with the total 
in their third choice, writing a summary. 
TABLE XXV (Continued) 
ANALYSIS OF DATA TAKEN FROM THE SUMMARIES OF 
PREVIOUS TABLES FOR GRADE FIVE 
Part 2 
Preferences of Girls and Boys in the Low I.Q. 
Groups of Grade Five 
Activity Number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Girls 106 105 70 87 109 72 96 136 123 92 
Boys 118 113 92 81 109 90 105 112 107 99 
Totals 224 218 162 168 218 162 201 245 230 191 
In grade five the girls in the low I.Q. groups preferred 
activities 8, 9, and 5. The activities least preferred were 
numbers 3, 4, 6 and 10. 
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The boys in the low I.Q. groups preferred numbers 1, 2, an~ 
.j 
.! 8. 
'I 
Those least preferred were numbers 4, 6 and 3 ranking in !! 
I 
I 
'l 
!i 
eighth place. ll 
!I The boys and girls reversed preference rankings on numbers:: 
3 and 4. The boys agreed with the total on number 5. 
agreed with the totals on numbers 8 and 9. 
l1 
The girl~ 
These girls and boys did not agree on ranking preferences ii 
~ t 
in group comparisons. ii 
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:PART C 
Seventh and Eighth Grade Prererence 
Tables and Total Summaries 
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TABLE XXVII 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF SIXTEEN SEVENTH GRADE GIRLS 
ON THE TEN WRITTEN ACTIVITIES OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES 
(I.Q.'S RANGING FROM 141 TO 127) 
Pupil Number 
Act. 
No. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
------
Number of times this 
1 1 2 3 2 0 0 1 
2 5 2 3 4 4 2 4 
4 2 2 6 7 4 5 5 
2 4 6 1 7 1 5 6 
8 4 9 3 1 8 6 7 
4 7 8 6 5 4 2 2 
3 4 6 8 1 6 6 8 
6 9 5 9 4 7 7 3 
9 5 4 5 9 9 9 6 
6 4 1 1 5 2 3 3 
activity 
2 4 7 
7 2 5 
6 5 2 
7 3 2 
2 5 9 
6 2 6 
5 5 6 
5 6 4 
5 7 2 
0 6 2 
was chosen 
1 5 5 4 
4 2 4 3 
6 3 6 7 
6 8 2 3 
8 9 1 6 
2 4 3 1 
4 3 2 6 
8 7 7 5 
3 2 8 4 
3 2 7 6 
0 
2 
7 
3 
5 
2 
6 
8 
8' 
4 
Total 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 
I' ,,
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Table XXVII. Seventh grade girls ranked number 9, writing jl 
II a diary, as first choice; number 1, copying material, was last 
choice. 
! 
i TABLE XXVIII 
COMPARISON OF THE PREFERENCES OF BOYS AND GIRLS 
IN THE HIGH I.Q. GROUPS, GRADE VII AND VIII 
Grade 7 Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 8 
16 Boys 16 Girls 2~ Boys 2(!) Girls 
Act. 
No. Rank Per Cent Rank Per Cent Rank Per Cent Rank Per Cent 
1 4 50.6 9 25.6 10 29.2 10 32.2 
2 7 47.9 8 38.1 4 39.2 8 40.7 
3 1 54.8 5 53.4 6 37.4 4 50.5 
4 2 53.4 6 46.5 5 35.8 6 43.3 
5 3 52.0 3 53.8 8 33.3 5 46.5 
jj 6 8 47.2 7 43.8 2 41.8 7 42.3 
i 7 1 54.8 4 54.8 3 39.6 3 57.1 ,, 
8 5 50.0 1 74.4 7 37.0 1 65.6 
9 9 38.8 2 65.9 1 44.8 2 61.9 
10 6 49.3 8 38.1 9 30.1 9 38.5 
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!i Table XXVIII. li Seventh grade girls in the high I.Q.. group 1: 
!i 
>· chose numbers 3 and 7 as first choice and activity number 9 as 
,, 
!j 
n i! last choice. Seventh grade boys in this group chose number 8 !! 
:~ as first choice and number 1 as last choice. 
Eighth grade boys in the high I.Q. group chose number 9 
ii !; as first place and number 1 as last choice. The girls chose 
ii 
number 8 as their first choice, and number 1 was in last place.i! 
'I In both groups of high I.Q.. 's in fifth-sixth grades and ,, j! li 
II · il seventh-eighth grades the unchallenging number 1, copy material~ 
:I !i had the least preference. 
i: 
:i 
!; This was one of the more consistent !i 
I! 
II 
1: 
I 
:I 
d 
choices thus far in the study. 
TABLE XXIX 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF TWENTY-FOUR EIGHTH GRADE BOYS 
LISTED BY THEIR I.Q. RANKING FROM HIGHEST TO LOWEST SCORE 
Number of Pupils ~sing Activittes in this QMestionnaire 
Boy I.Q. Activity Number 
No. N. V. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 137-152 3 2 3 3 6 9 5 6 3 5 
2 136-150 7 5 6 5 6 7 4 2 1 2 
3 137-144 3 4 4 3 5 8 10 0 2 6 
4 134-139 0 4 5 4 9 1 4 7 8 3 
5 147-134 5 6 3 0 5 6 4 6 8 2 
6 131-134 4 4 9 3 2 6 8 1 1 7 
7 142-137 5 7 2 6 6 2 4 6 4 3 
8 134-139 1 4 5 6 3 5 4 5 9 3 
9 127-131 3 6 1 8 1 7 6 6 5 2 
10 123-130 4 5 7 7 2 4 8 3 0 5 
11 126-130 7 5 5 3 9 4 3 2 0 7 
12 126-130 2 4 6 6 3 9 6 3 1 7 
13 128-131 4 5 5 4 7 1 5 6 6 2 
14 131-128 5 5 5 5 4 5 8 3 1 4 
15 117-126 3 6 3 6 3 8 2 7 0 7 
16 -129 1 5 5 5 3 1 6 6 9 4 
17 120-134 6 7 6 2 4 8 5 3 0 4 
18 114-120 8 5 6 4 2 6 5 4 1 4 
19 114-112 4 8 5 1 1 7 9 2 3 5 
20 115-122 1 2 4 5 3 6 3 6 8 7 
21 -126 3 3 4 3 5 6 7 3 6 5 
22 122-114 2 3 4 3 6 7 3 7 8 2 
-2:b 1 QA-116 ·~~:::::!b. 7 3 ) 8 fi 5 3 
24 115-122 2 3 4 5 3 6 3 6 8 7 
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Table XXIX. The eighth grade boys in the high I.Q. i! 
1: 
bracket, especially those who were highest, did not choose as I! 
II 
I' the least liked activity number l, copying material. One out- 1! 
H 
standing .fact was that the second .from the top I.Q.. chose it asil 
·I 
his .first choice. It was not until the twentieth name appearedll 
II 
that another chose it as .first choice. Those below the 120 I.Q~ 
lj 
tended to dislike that activity more than those who were truly li 
gifted. Write a diary, number 9, was least preferred; most 
ii 
1: preferred was number 7, writing a report by yourself. 
j! 
!i 
ii 
II 
il 
,, 
II 
I< !, 
!i 
i 
~ ! 
Taking total number of points, the least preferred would I, 
•, 
., 
'I 
be activity number 1, copying material, i: and number 9' writing a n 
diary. Most preferred was number 6, writing a question, and 
I; 
.I 
li 
'\ number 7, writing a report by yourself, a close second. 
TABLE XXX 
ANALYSIS OF DATA TAKEN FROM THE SUMMARIES OF 
PREVIOUS TABLES FOR GRADE SEVEN 
Part 1 
Preferences of Girls and Boys in the 
Groups of Grade Seven 
High I.Q.. 
Girls 
Boys 
Totals 
1 
Activity Number 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
140 183 196 186 176 193 214 224 238 158 
111 120 156 143 166 128 158 182 151 126 
251 303 352 329 342 321 372 406 389 280 
ji 
Table XXX. The high I.Q. seventh grade boys favored 
I' 
numbet 
il 
I ~ 
ji 
1 ~
3, write a summary; they disliked number 6, write a question. 
Write a 4iary, n\l,mber 9, was most disliked by this group o.f boy#· 
The seventh grade girls in this high I.Q. range liked 
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:: j! il number 8, write a letter; they disliked number 1, copy material!~ 
;! i! 
;: and number 2, write a list, was next. Number 10, take notes ii 
on a class report, was also disliked. 
j; 
li 
ii 
H 
In the total class, number 8, write a letter, stood .first;li 
II i F 
:: most disliked was number 1, copy material. il H q 
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TABLE XXX (Continued) 
ANALYSIS OF DATA TAKEN FROM THE SUMMARIES OF 
PREVIOUS TABLES FOR GRADE SEVEN 
Part 2 
Pre.ferences of Girls and Boys in the Low I.Q. 
Groups o.f Grade Seven 
Activity Number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Girls 33 46 66 48 64 43 71 76 76 52 
Boys 96 99 109 93 92 84 98 95 94 102 
Totals 129 145 175 141 156 127 169 171 170 154 
Table XXX (Continued). The low I.Q.. group o.f boys liked 
li 
i! 
H 
;l 
il 
'I 
; 
'I 
i! 
ii number 10, take notes on a class report; they disliked number 
'i 
,, 6, write a question. 11 
l! 
II 
The girls in the low I.Q. group liked number 8, write a il 
~I 
1! letter; they least pre.ferred number 6, write a question. 'i 
'l 
:j 
Generally there was little agreement of boys and girls in , 
,I 
; pre.ferences, except on total scores .for class. 
;! 
There was 
' ~ 
a noticeably more even di stri but ion of choices in the low I. Q• ii :i 
groups. 
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TABLE XXXI 
ANALYSIS OF DATA TAKEN FROM THE SUMMARIES OF 
PREVIOUS TABLES FOR GRADE EIGHT 
Part 1 
Preferences of Girls and Boys in the High I.~. 
Groups of Grade Eight 
Activity Number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Girls 61 77 95 82 89 80 107 124 117 73 
Boys 79 106 101 104 90 113 107 100 121 85 
Totals 140 183 196 186 176 193 214 224 238155 
Table XXXI. The boys and girls in the high I.Q. group of · 
the eighth grade agreed on their least preferred activity, 
number 1, copy material. They also agreed closely on number 
10, take notes on a class report, which ranked in ninth place. 
The boys agreed with the total on number 9, write a diary. The; 
girls agreed with the total on number 7, write a report by 
yourself; number 3, write a summary; number 4, write an outline; 
and number 5, work with a committee to write a report. Boys 
and girls agreed on number 7, write a report by yourself. 
Preferences 
1 
Girls 82 
Boys 68 
Totals 150 
TABLE XXXI (Continued) 
Part 2 
of Girls and Boys in the Low I.Q. 
Groups of Grade Eight 
Activity Number 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
93 77 72 80 70 73 98 97 61 
66 72 53 70 61 82 76 67 90 
159 149 125 150 131 156 174 164 157 
Table XXXI (Continued). The boys agreed with the total 
56 
ii on number 1, copy material, and closely with number 6 1 write a 
" ,, q question. The girls agreed with the total on numbers 2, 8, 
9, and closely with 6. Boys and girls agreed with totals on 
numbers 5 and 6. Choicesw~e pretty well mixed. Girls agreed 
,, 
I' 
;: with totals more often than did the boys. This was true both 
i! i! in the high and low I. Q.. segmented groups. 
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Grade 
v 
v 
VI 
VI 
VII 
VII 
VIII 
VIII 
TABLE XXXII 
GRADE COMPARISON OF TEN WRITTEN ACTIVITIES IN THE 
SOCIAL STUDIES BY RANK, HIGH-LOW I.Q.. GROUPS 
Table 
No. I • Q.. 
18 High 
23 Low 
18 High 
23 Low 
28 High 
38 Low 
28 High 
38 Low 
1 2 3 
% % 
Activity Number 
4 5 6 7 
% % 
8 9 10 
0562 :S52 :S41 .4b5 .59? .091 .b9J. A49 .541 .455 
.511 .562 .430 ~48 .562 .448 .574 .578 .534 .483 
.280 ~56 .436 .448 .528 .318 .606 .594 .550 .538 
.538 .524 .388 .404 .524 .388 .485 .592 .551 .460 
:527 .402 .787 !723 .838 .644 !797 .919 !762 .636 
&09 &60 .555 1147 .495 .403 .536 .542 .539 1188 
.305 .398 .427 .405 :583 420 .467 4188 .540 .342 
.490 .519 .487 .408 &90 .428 .509 .560 .529 .493 
Table XXXII. The fifth grade high I.Q.•s chose number 5, 
:1 work with a conmittee to write a report, as first choice; in 
tenth place was number 6, write a question. The sixth grade 
high I.Q.'s chose number 7, write a report alone, as first 
preference; number 1, copy material, was their last choice. 
The seventh grade high I.Q.'s chose number 8, write a 
letter, in first place; number 1, copy material, was their 
tenth choice. The eighth grade high I.Q. •s chose number 9, 
write a diary, as first choice; number 1, copy material, was 
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.! the last choice. 
;I 
Would age be a factor in selecting the more difficult as 
:j 
:1 the one least likely to be chosen in fifth grade? Would ex-
' ii 
:j i' perience be a factor in sixth, seventh, and eighth grades, 
., 
!! 1: finding number 1 too easy or less challenging? 
!i 
I {i 
il 
H 
In the low I.Q. groups, fifth, sixth and eighth grades 
II 
!! found number 8 to be their first choice. l: The seventh grade 
low I.Q. group found number 3 to be its first choice. This 
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:: activity, write a summary, was one of the difficult ones. Thisli 
.' i: 
!• l: 
1 group of seventh graders ranked high mentally even in the very 1: 
:: i! li lowest groups where there was not a third in the medium or low :: 
j\ !j 
I! groups. Could it be that they also had more experience in h 
.1 t! 
ii this activity than grade eight? 
n 
Grade 5 least preferred number 4, write a summary; grade 
u 
I; six disliked activity number 6, write a question; grade seven 
also disliked number 6. Grade eight disliked number 4, write 
an outline, the most. 
GENERAL CONClUSIONS OR OBSERVATIONS 
Table XXXII, Grade Six.-- First of the class conclusions 
based on Table XXXII. In four of the seven classes, copy 
material, number 1, was tenth in rank of preferences as being 
disliked. These were analyzed by individual class results. 
i; In two of the remaining classes the least preferred was ninth 
ii 
H 
i' 
,. 
, rank, number 10, take notes on a class report. These last two :l 
;j 
h 
also chose as tenth place, write a summary and write an outline~ 
ll 
both equal number of choices. /1 
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The total sixth grade most preferred the activity, write 
a letter. In second place was write a report by yourself. The 1 
desire to report by yourself may show independence in working 
toward a goal or the preference of securing much information 
with no outside interference. When letter writing showed a 
high preference, it would seem to indicate that communication 
with others was sought. Work with a committee to write a repo~ 
ranked in fourth place. It was not so high as in the Wallenthi~ 
study. Would television and home entertainment suffice to keep. 
these children from not missing companionship? 
The high I.Q. group showed number 8, write a letter, in 
first place; girls chose it in first place, and boys chose it 
in second place. The boys chose number 7, write a report by 
yourself; the girls chose number 9, write a diary. 
Disliked preferences were numbers 1 and 6; boys disliked 
number 1, copy material; girls chose number 6, write a question~ 
They reversed ranking order on numbers 1 and 6. The boys in 
both high and low I.Q. areas agreed with these class totals. 
In individual choices the girls in the high I.Q. groups 
disliked take notes on a class report, write a question, and 
copy material. 
The findings and assumptions by Dr. Chase bears out the 
statement that choices do remain quite constant statistically 
(even when including the preferences by I.~.). The place where 
I.Q. seemed to be noticeable was where the activity had no 
great challenge to the minds of the individuals. Number 1 
"-~~'=-.:~t:o~cQ:U.'t::: __ @~ ..J.e.art. liM.d·c:-.irL ~.high._ I~. groqpfL:::: ___ ~ 
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TABLE XXXI II ' '· 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF TWENTY EIGHTH GRADE GIRLS 
LISTED BY THEIR I.Q. RANKING FROM HIGHEST TO LOWEST SCORE 
Number of Pupils Choosing Activities in This Questionnaire 
Girl I .Q. Activity Number 
No. N. V. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 148-152 2 1 7 4 4 3 3 8 9 4 
2 138-139 2 6 6 4 3 8 6 5 0 5 
3 124-132 0 4 7 6 4 6 7 5 2 0 
4 119-133 4 2 6 1 3 6 4 7 9 4 
5 125-128 1 3 6 8 6 1 8 8 3 2 
6 120-129 0 2 6 5 2 4 9 7 4 6 
7 130-126 6 5 5 5 2 5 3 5 9 0 
8 120-124 9 3 5 1 6 5 8 8 3 3 
9 117-122 6 4 2 0 9 2 7 6 4 5 
10 97-132 2 3 3 0 6 6 4 8 8 5 
11 - 80-121 7 5 3 5 4 3 2 6 8 2 
12 106-120 2 3 5 9 3 4 2 2 6 5 
13 111-119 3 3 2 0 6 4 5 7 9 6 
14 104-117 0 5 5 3 5 2 7 7 8 4 
15 120-118 7 7 6 1 2 4 8 2 2 6 
16 114-115 3 2 4 9 6 4 6 5 2 4 
17 -112 4 6 1 3 5 7 4 5 9 1 
18 111-115 2 2 6 6 2 2 8 6 8 3 
19 109-118 1 5 5 5 8 2 4 5 7 3 
20 -118 0 4 5 7 3 5 2 a 7 3 
Table XXXIII. In this group of twenty high I.Q. girls in :• 
the eighth grade, number 9, write a diary, stood in first 
place with number 6, write a question. Number 7, write a re-
port by yourself, tied for second place. In tenth place was 
number 1, copy material. This consistency in choice of number 
' 1 in the tenth ranking position was apparent among the high 
I.Q. 's. Is this activity so easy that it is unsatisfying to 
their tremendous drive to do more difficult taks? Number 4, 
write an outline, seemed to be not a popular activity. A short:i 
time before the questionnaire used in this thesis was presented 
i 
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A ~ollow-up lesson on outlining was 
I, 
,, ~11m, "How to Outline." 
~ l 
Ji 
'i 
I! 
II also given to the classes who saw this ~ilm. Yet with the 
additional help in this activity, two students chose it as 
first choice,and six chose it as the activity least liked. 
li 
,I 
;l ; ~ ;I 
I! 
lj' 
I. 
:l 
ll 
1: Skill in understanding the activity seemed to have little e~~ecw 
on choice in this instance. 
material, as first choice. 
Only one girl chose number 1, copy!! 
II 
One known .factor about her is that !! 
she is two years younger than her group. Her I.Q. is about 
120 to 124, or the lower fringe o.f the gifted. il ,, 
,; 
No girl chose numbers 2, 3, or 10 as ~irst choice. No oneH ;; 
chose number 8 as least preferred. Only one girl chose number ;, 
3 as least preferred; only one girl chose number 1 as ~irst 
li choice. 
jl 
TABLE XXXIV 
;; 
,, 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF TWENTY-TWO SEVENTH GRADE BOYS 
ON THE TEN WRITTEN ACTIVITIES OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES 
(I.Q.'S RANGING FROM 66 TO 111) 
Act. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Total 
Pupil Number 
123456789IDU~~MmMVffimroa~ 
Number of times this activity was chosen 
6 6 7 2 2 4 4 7 6 7 4 1 0 8 2 4 6 4 4 3 6 5 
4 7 4 6 5 6 2 7 3 3 4 3 7 6 4 7 6 4 4 3 3 3 
7 8 5 6 7 8 5 5 5 2 3 7 7 4 2 3 4 3 4 4 3 9 
5 5 5 5 6 7 5 4 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 5 8 1 3 3 2 
2 3 5 0 2 1 8 3 6 5 4 3 5 7 9 4 8 0 6 4 4 3 
6 2 2 2 5 7 2 1 2 5 6 5 2 7 4 7 1 3 6 2 8 2 
3 7 8 6 3 3 8 7 2 4 6 7 9 5 7 3 4 8 2 6 8 5 
3 2 2 9 4 3 4 1 6 4 4 7 1 3 5 5 3 4 7 9 5 4 
3 1 1 5 6 0 2 8 6 6 5 8 7 0 3 3 4 6 6 5 5 5 
6 4 6 4 5 6 5 2 4 5 5 1 4 2 6 6 4 5 5 6 6 7 
45 455545 45454545 4545 4545 45 454545 4545 45454545 
j, 
,, 
!I 
i! 
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Table XXXIV. Low I.Q. boys of the seventh grade pre~erredll 
il 
il !, 
====~=·=,~?~umber 7 1 write a _report~xours~l~i thei~ least choice was 
number 6, write a question. The remaining activities were 
mixed. 
TABLE X:XXV 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF ~tiiRTEEN SEVID~TH GRADE GIRLS 
ON THE TEN WRIT~T ACTIVITIES OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES 
(I.Q. 'S RANGING FROM 63 TO 103) 
Pupil Number 
Act. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
No. Number of times this activity was chosen 
1 7 0 1 2 5 4 4 3 1 0 2 4 2 
2 4 4 3 5 5 2 4 3 4 6 2 3 3 
3 5 5 7 4 5 5 2 6 9 4 3 6 6 
4 2 5 2 1 1 3 4 2 6 6 4 6 6 
5 5 4 3 5 7 7 3 7 4 4 6 7 3 
6 4 2 4 6 7 3 1 1 5 5 2 1 3 
7 2 6 6 5 2 6 7 7 8 5 7 6 4 
8 6 9 9 7 2 7 7 4 2 6 8 3 6 
9 6 7 7 7 7 5 9 9 3 2 7 4 4 
10 4 3 3 3 4 3 4 3 3 7 4 4 8 
Totals 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 
Table x:xxv. Seventh grade girls in the low I .Q.. bbacket 
chose number 9, write a diary, as first choice. Number 1, 
copy material, was their least choice. The distribution had 
significant differences 
62 
no, 
li 
II I, 
1: II 
!j 
63 
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:l TABLE XXXVI 1! 
.I ' ~ 
" 
i: 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF FIFTEEN EIGHTH GRADE BOYS f1 ;I 
ON THE TEN WRITTEN ACTIVITIES OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES I' il 
(I.Q.'S RANGING FROM 79 TO 111) ii i! 
:• 
Pupil Number 
Act. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 l; 
No. Number of times this activitl was chosen 
fj 1 4 5 3 6 7 5 5 3 8 3 4 6 1 3 1 
!J 2 6 3 4 1 2 4 4 5 3 6 3 2 5 5 7 
i 
,, 3 3 6 3 8 3 7 4 3 3 6 5 3 6 5 5 
,I 4 2 3 4 6 2 4 4 2 0 7 3 2 6 4 3 
·i 
n 5 5 7 5 2 4 1 6 6 2 1 6 8 3 4 5 
i 6 2 2 4 2 6 6 3 6 6 2 5 4 5 6 3:'· •: Jl I' ;: 
:1 7 7 5 4 7 4 4 4 7 3 6 9 6 2 5 4 
8 7 3 5 4 2 6 5 5 9 4 5 4 1 5 6 
9 2 2 6 5 6 3 3 5 7 2 2 5 8 4 4 
10 7 9 7 4 9 5 7 3 4 8 3 5 8 4 6 
Totals 45 45 4tL45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 
i 
i' 
Table XXXVI. Eighth grade boys in the low I .Q,. groups ii 
' 
'I ,, 
chose number 10, take notes class report, as first I' on a choice; ;j 
~ : I, 
activity number 4, write an outline, was least preferred. 1: 
i; 
j ~ 
There outstanding preferences in this l] were no group. 
TABLE XXXVII 
INDIVIDUAL CHOICES OF NINETEEN EIGHTH GRADE GIRLS 1: n \' ON THE TEN WRITTEN ACTIVITIES OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES II 
(I.Q.'S RANGING FROM 66 TO 99) I ii t! 
Pupil Number :! 
'I 
Act. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 I II ~ i 
No. Number of times this activity was chosen 
1 7 8 1 5 6 5 3 6 5 3 8 5 2 3 5 3 9 1 2 
2 6 7'i6 7 5 5 8 5 5 5 1 5 7 2 2 6 5 5 3 
~ i 3 4 3 5 7 2 2 5 4 6 3 3 4 8 7 8 3 1 5 4 li 'I 4 5 0 5 4 0 2 6 1 7 6 3 2 6 2 2 4 7 7 4 I !; 
5 1 5 3 2 9 5 3 6 L. 4 5 5 2 6 7 6 4 4 9 li 
6 5 5 3 2 2 4 2 8 2 8 3 5 4 5 6 2 5 2 4 i !! 
7 5 1 6 4 5 6 5 4 4 3 4 3 4 2 2 4 1 9 3 II 
4 3 3 5 5 8 6 7 7 6 8 3 6 6 4 7 
,, 
8 8 3 3 !I 
9 1 8 7 4 8 8 3 1 3 1 7 7 7 8 8 6 6 5 7 ;\ 
' 10 7 5 6 5 3 0 4 3 5 6 3 1 2 0 2 5 1 3 2 E 
_----=::.:.:...::::=:.....-:-.=-. !e t;al ~ l€i ta !15:49:4§ ta l€i ~ ta ta ta i~ ~e te :t:e -le :t:e 4e H 
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Table XXXVII. The eighth grade girls chose number 6, 
write a question, as first choice; activity number 10, take 
ii p 
notes on a class report, was least preferred. Generally there ~ 
were no outstanding choices in this group. 
Act. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
TABLE XXXVIII 
COMPARISON OF THE PREFERENCES OF BOYS AND GIRLS 
IN THE LOW I.Q. GROUPS, GRADE VII AND VIII 
Grade 7 Grade 7 Grade 8 Grade 8 
22 Boys 13 Girls 15 Boys 19 Girls 
Rank Per Cent Rank Per Cent Rank Per Cent Rank Per Cent 
5 48.4 9 28.2 6 50.3 4 47.9 
3 50.0 7 39.3 8 48.8 3 54.3 
1 55.0 3 56.4 4 53.3 6 45.0 
8 46.9 6 41.0 10 39.2 8 42.0 
9 46.8 4 54.7 5 51.8 5 46.7 
10 42.5 8 37.6 9 43.7 9 40.9 
4 49.0 2 60.7 2 62.2 7 42.6 
6 48.4 1 64.9 3 56.2 1 57.2 
7 49.2 1 64.9 7 48.9 2 56.7 
2 51.5 5 44.4 1 66.6 10 35.6 
ii 
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Table XXXVIII. In totaling the scores from all question- ;; 
naires in grades seven and eight the boys in the low I.Q.. groupi! 
of the seventh grade chose number 10, take notes on a class 
,, 
report, as first choice. Their least preferred activity was ! 
number 6, write a question. The seventh grade girls chose 
number 8, write a letter, as first preference; number 1, copy 
material, was the least preferred activity. 
In grade eight the boys chose number 10, take notes on a 
class report, as first choice, and last choice was number 1, 
copy material. The eighth grade girls chose number 8, write a " 
i! 
letter, for first preference; number 10, take notes on a class 
64 
1 report, was last choice. 
Jj 
ll 
TABLE XXXIX 
SUMMARY OF <..11 OI CES BY CLASSES OF SEVENTH GRADE 
BOYS AND GIRLS, INCLUDING '!'HE SUMMARY OF EACH CLASS 
Key Activity Number 
Group l 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 
B '71 41 42 66 61 58 53 63 52 44 58 12 Boys l G "1 24 55 91 69 92 108 8'7 112 113 65 17 Girls 
-Total 68 97 157 130 150 161 150 164 157 123 29 
B 72 48 58 51 50 54 50 53 49 39 44 11 Boys 
G'f2 57 63 80 77 89 63 100 90 84 54 19 Girls 
-Total 105 121 131 127 141 113 153 139 123 98 30 
B 76 52 70 84 69 51 46 74 71 74 68 14 Boys 
G '75 32 62 87 75 §6 57 77 91 87 60 15 Girls 
-Total 884 132 171 141 107 103 151 162 1M 128 29 
B 76 53 49 46 61 53 43 51 47 47 45 14 Boys 
G 76 26 25 39 29 36 24 46 57 37 39 11 Girls 
-Total 79 74 85 93 89 67 97 104 82 86 25 
B 77 59 5'7 60 60 55 54 71 49 60 65 13 Boys 
G '77 35 4:2 61 43 61 36 61 66 57 61 12 Glrls 
-Total 94 99 121 103 116 90 132 115 117 126 25 
Table XXXIX. In the seventh grade the gifted group again 
least preferred the easy activity, number 1, copy material. 
This would appear to be not the sufficiently challenging aot1v-
ity tor them. Most ot the seventh grade also disliked number 
10, take notes on a olaaa report. Activities most preferred 
·: were number a, write a letter, and number 7, write a report b7 
•' ,, 
Groups ,S and '77 preterred number 7, write a report alone;·· 
76 preferred number a, write a letter, aa did 77 and 71. Both 
76 and 71 agreed on choices ot activities although they were 
65 . 
opposite in I.Q. rankings. · 
Groups 7l , 75, and 77 least preferred number 1, copy 
material. Activity number 10, take notes on a class report, 
was least preferred by 72 • And 76 least preferred number 6, 
write a question. 
TABLE XL 
SUMMARY OF PREFERENCES BY CLASSES OF EIGHTH GRADE 
BOYS AND GIRLS, INCLUDING THE SUMMARY OF EACH CLASS 
Key Activity Number 
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
B 81 7o 64 81 64 70 79 78 59 39 72 
G 81 34 54 68 50 74 60 59 96 80 65 
Total 104 118 149 115 144 139 137 155 119 137 
B 82 52 66 70 67 42 74 76 65 60 57 
G 82 43 55 75 61 68 69 93 go 80 44 
Total 95 121 145 128 110 143 169 155 140 101 
B 83 65 77 102 90 88 55 118 86 84 84 
G 83 47 65 73 60 71 48 a5 71 71 43 
Total 112 142 175 150 159 103 203 157 155 112 
B 84 57 56 6o 59 7o 68 68 62 70 63 
G 84 78 81 70 70 65 89 56 107 73 69 
Total 135 137 130 129 135 169 124 169 143 132 
15 Boys 
14 G:irls 
29 
18 Boys 
17 G:irls 
35 
19 Boys 
14 Girls 
33 
14 Boys 
17 G:irls 
-31 
B 85 65 71 85 70 73 68 92 73 83 67 13 Boys 
G 85 ~ ~:_66 76 54 65 61 87 88 95 87 12 Girls 
Total 160 137 161 124 138 129 179 161 178 154 25 
I' 
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Table XL. 
ii 
In the eighth grades, 81 and 82 disliked activ-1! 
ity number 1, copy material, and number 6, write a question; 
84 disliked number 7, write a report by yourself; 85 chose 
i\ ;; 
'l 
number 4, write an outline, as least preferred. In all groups , 
ij 
:. of the eighth grade, activity nu,mber 7, write a report by your-!l 
self, was chosen as either first or second choice. 
.: jl 
·! 
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' i There was a similarity in seventh and eighth grades on the ii 
i. 
least preferred activities. Both classes clustered about num- li 
11 
bers 7 or 8 as first or second choice. The seventh grade had 
504 choices for the summary; the eighth grade had 518. It 
would be interesting to know why there were more who chose thisli 
activity in the eighth rather than in the seventh grade. 
seventh grade had more students. 
TABLE XLI 
SUMMARY OF CHOICES OF TEN ACTfVITIES IN 
GRADES VII AND VIII 
Act. Grade Ranking 
No. 71 72 75 76 77 81 82 83 84 85 
1 10 9 10 7 9 10 10 9 '5 7 
2 9 7 6 8 8 7 7 7 4 3 
3 3 4 1 6 3 2 3 2 8 5 
4 5 5 4 3 7 9 6 6 9 9 
5 4 2 8 4 5 3 8 3 5 6 
6 2 8 9 10 10 3 4 10 2 10 
7 4 1 3 2 1 5 1 1 10 2 
8 1 3 2 1 6 1 2 4 1 5 
9 3 6 5 9 4 6 5 5 3 4 
10 6 10 7 5 2 5 9 9 6 1 
!Note: 7l and 81 are the high I.Q. groups. 
The low I.Q. groups are 77 and 85. The 
middle classes are heterogeneously grouped. 
The 
Table XLI. Note that 71 , 81 , and 75 all chose activity 
~ i 
,, 
'I 
q 
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number 1, copy material, as the one they least preferred to do. •· 
Since these are gifted groups, including much of 7 5 , would it 
ll 
not seem that these groups needed more challenging activities? ii 
;1 
' 
Number §, vvri te a questi:on, is similar to all groups as ll 
well as in Wallenthin. It would appear that to write a questio~ 
I! 
is difficult even for the gifted. This might furnish an idea i 
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! 
for study: Why is a question so difficult to write? How can 
ii 
'1 it be made more easy? How does one analyze the difficulties 
'I 
q 
, of writing a question? 
.i 
Number 7, write a report by yourself, seemed to be the 
· one most preferred. Could this be explored from the standpoint 
of interpersonal relations? Does the gifted child need the 
support of others {inclusion) even though he is self-reliant 
in securing information and reporting on it satisfactorily 
without help2 How should the type of activities in a gifted 
class be distributed? Should there be more individual work or 
more group work? 
Number 8, write a letter, ranked in first place in most 
areas. Is this the desire for communication and recognition 
from others which may be lacking in the student's environment, 
or lack of close friendships among his peers in suburbia? 
; 
!I 
I' ll 
~ I i 
d 
:: {Less crowded condi tiona, less human contact.) Do "people 
need people?" 
,, 
,, 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, QUESTIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS 
Purpose of the studz.-- The aims of this study were: 
1. To compare the results of the present study with that 
of the Wallenthin thesis to see if there were any changes or 
similarities in the preferences of similar groups in the fifth 
and sixth grade classes for their preferences in the written 
activities of the social studies. 
2. To determine which activities were preferred by boys 
and girls in their preferences of the written activities of 
social studies. Also to see which activities they least pre-
ferred in this study. 
ii 
il 
!i 
ii 
3. To find out if there were any differences in the choice~ 
between the high I.Q. and low I.Q. groups, both boys' and girl sir; 
ii 
and by total grades (fifth and sixth) • ;
1 
4. To determine whether there were individual differences 
in the present study which agreed with or disagreed with the 
Wallenthin study. 
5. In Part II to study the differences which might exist 
between the high I.Q. groups and the low I.Q. groups in grades 
five, six, seven, and eight. Groups were separated, boys and 
girls, by classes; and they were tabulated listing comparisons 
by grades and sex. 
6. In Part III the seventh and eighth grades were given 
the same questionnaire to determine whether there might be some 
., 
,, 
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difference due to age or experience as well as intelligence. 
Boys and girls in each class were compared with one another as 
well as with each of the other grades. Swrunary and comparison 
tables were made to show rank of preferences as well as per-
centages to indicate their rank. To discover reasons for these 
preferences, or lack of preferences, which might become interes~-
ing areas for further studies. 
Procedure.-- A questionnaire of paired-comparison~ pre-
viously used in a study by Wallenthin, was mimeographed and 
distributed to twenty-four classes in grades five, six, seven 
and eight for the purpose of determining whether the preferences 
of the first study, when repeated, would have similar results. 
The questionnaire contained forty-five choices and was pre-
sented to 717 pupils. The list of activities was as follows: 
70 
1. Copy material 
2. Write a list 
3. Write a summary 
4. Write an outline 
5. Work with a committee to write a report 
6. Write a question 
7. Write a report by yourself 
8. Write a letter 
9. Write a diary 
10. Take notes on a class report 
Tests were distributed, collected, and tabulated, boys 
and girls separately, by grades and by ranking I.Q.'s which 
ranged from highest to lowest to facilitate the anticipated 
tabulating to be done in Parts II and III. Students were grou~d 
by grade, section, and I.Q.. Forty-one tables were established,' 
and analyses were made of the results, primarily from the 
i summary tables where comparisons were generalized. All tables 
~: which led up to the generalizations were included for those 
who might wish to investigate the data more specifically. 
Conclusions, Part I.-- The following conclusions were 
drawn from the analyses of data tabulated: 
Table IV. In the overall totals of both fifth and sixth 
grade classes, number 8, write a letter, ranked as first choice~ 
,I 
" number 7, write a report by yourself, took second place. The '~ 
least preferred activity was number 6, write a question; next 
to the last choice was number 4, write an outline. In the 
Wallenthin study number 5, work with a committee to write a 
report, ranked first; number 6, write a question, ranked last 
in this study. In Dr. Chase's article, he predicted that if 
II !j 
,i 
•' the same test had been given to another group at the same time !j 
,I 
:I 
! that Miss Wallenthin had given hers, there might be similaritieW 
·' ~ l i :: in results. 
' ~ In this one comparison chart of the fifth and I! 
o' 
" sixth grades it was similar in the least preferred choice, il 
I! 
,, 
number 6, write a question. It would be interesting to know 
:I 
'I 1 
why the present group preferred to write a report individually 
i; 
rather than in a group of two or three or number 5, as in the 
former study. Is it the need for recognition rather than the 
need for inclusion Which singled out this present group? Activ 
ities number 5 and number 7 would seem to make profound researc 
I 
,, problems in themselves. In Dr. Schutz' book, People Need Peopl*l 
:; _i_t_m...,i.-g_h_t_b_e_w_ell to explore the three great needs of people: i: 
. !william Schutz, People Need People (New York: Dryden Press~ 
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i 
'I I. 
!i "Control, Affect'ion, and Inclusion." Those children who pre-
!I fer to work in a committee may be of a more gregarious ( inclu- ,, 
I' 
: ~ 
ii II sive) nature than those who wish to write a report by themselvef 
1: i' 
(control). This second group likes to do things alone, thus !j l; 
;! 
,, 11 
I! keeping control in its own power. 
! ~ 
H Recognition is the factor inji 
!l 
:; !i !• control. Children who need affection might like to work in 
a committee. 
~ I 
ll Table VII. Sixth grade class results: In the entire ii 
II II 
!i group of sixth grade classes number 8, write a letter, remainedii 
i' ' 
I' in first place with number 7, write a report by yourself, the 
,: 
ll 
!1 same as in Table VI. In the least preferred choice was number 
l! 1, copy material. Over 50 per cent of grade six in the high 
i1 
i! I.Q.. bracket chose this for the activity it preferred least to !! 
n 1! 
!I do. Number 6, write a question, stood in second place, and it !! 
was similar to the total group in Table VI. 
preferred was so uniformly chosen, number 1, copy material, 
that the bright child needed a challenge or his objectives 
1 needed work of a nature which was more stimulating and worth 
while. 
Table XIII. Fifth grade class results: Here again they il 
'i il have number 8, write a letter, which was in agreement with the 1 
t: 
first choice of Tables VI and VII. Number 7, write a report 
by yourself, was similar to the Tables VI and VII, second 
!j 
li 
,I 
i! 
!i 
'! 
choice. Number 6, write a question, and number 4, write an II 
:; outline, were least preferred, similar to Tables VI and VII. li 
:: Number 6 was chosen in both ninth and tenth posi tiona in Tables I! 
i· 
lj 
-=: II 
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i Table IX. In the comparison of results of fifth and sixth!: 
:; 
grades the results are as follows: In grade six number 8, write;' 
a letter, ranked 58.3 per cent; in fifth grade, it ranked 56.1 
per cent. This showed a difference of 2.2 per cent, or not a 
significant difference. In activity number 7, write a report 1i 
by yourself, the sixth grade ranked 57.1 per cent; the fifth ii 
i! ranked 53.2 per cent. Here the difference was 3.9 per cent 
which was significant. 
In the least preferred activities, numbers 6 and 4, there 
were these differences: In grade five, number 6, write a ques- :, 
,-
.! 
tion, was 39.8 per cent; in grade six the rank of 37.1 per cent:~ 
left the difference of 2.7 per cent. On number 4, write an 
:! outline, grade five ranked 39.2 per cent and grade six ranked 
-' 
37.1 per cent, or a difference of only 1.9 per cent which was 
not signifcant. 
i 
;j 
I' !l 
'j 
ii :; Among the low I. Q· 1 s in their choice of number 8, the low 1: 
sixth scored 37.1 per cent, or a difference of 21.1 per cent 
between the high and low I.Q. 1 s of that grade. In the fifth 
grade the difference between high and low I.Q. 's was 16.9 per 
cent on the same activity, number 8, write a letter. 
In the Wallenthin study both grades chose writing a com-
mittee report over all other activities, or number 5. The 
choices number 9, write a diary, and number 10, take notes on 
a class report, were the same but in reverse order. The most 
li 
i: 
difficult for grade five was write a question, number 6. Grade;' L 
!' 
six found write a question, number 6, as well as write a summarr, 
- 'I 
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Finding the causes for the difficulties in writing a ques- !I 
li 
tion and writing a summary might make an interesting study. 
How much improvement would there be in the activity if first 
;j 
ii 
,, it was presented to the class without method to study and then 'i 
.: 
i1 presented in a similar lesson with definite aids to study. 
!i 
:I 
:r Would there be some difference in the student's preference for 
the activity? Would repetition and ease in accomplishment in 
doing the activity change his rank of preference in this sub-
ject? 
Table XII. The boys chose number 7, write a report by 
yourself, for first choice, as did the girls. In the Wallenthici 
study boys chose number 5, work with a committee to write a 
report; the girls chose number 8, write a letter. The boys 
least preferred number 4, make an outline; the girls disliked 
number 6, write a question. In the Wallenthin study the boys 
ll 
disliked number 8, write a letter; the girls disliked number 4, !i 
write an outline. 
Table XIII. The boys preferred number 7, write a report 
by yourself; the girls preferred number a, write a letter. 
Boys least preferred number 6, write a question; girls disliked 
1
, 
,I ,, 
H 
ii number 4, write an outline. In the Wallenthin study choice 
varied with the boys, but they chose number 5, work with a com-i. 
mittee to write a report, and number 7, write a report alone. 
, Girls chose number 5 as first place. Boys ranked number 8 in 
last place; girls ranked number 4 in tenth place. 
Grade five: Activities most preferred by girls and boys: 
i 
': 
ll 
n ,, 
H 
boys chose number 7, write a report by yourself; girls chose 
number 8, write a letter. Boys disliked number 6, write a 
question; girls disliked number 4, write an outline. On numberp 
5, work with a committee to write a report~ and number 6, write 
1: 
a question, boys and girls reversed choices from grades five 
and six. The summary number 4, did not seem too difficult. In 
the Wallenthin study it was considered one of the most difficult 
activities. What factor in the learning processes prevented it 
from being relegated to ninth or tenth place? Would experience 
I and difference in teaching methods of today seem to emphasize 
the generalization~ thus bringing the remote closer to us 
through our present means of communication, such as radio, 
television, and visual aids lessons? Are the lessons arranged 
to include more type lessons which involve summaries? Since 
this community has a high percentage of high I.Q.'s, would it 
enter into the choice of activities as to whether an activity 
was really difficult for them? Would the fact that the high 
I.Q. usually seems to see not only his motive but the completed 
objective and ways of reaching his goals make a difference? 
Seeing possible solutions, whether easy or hard, would not 
hamper or discourage the high I.Q. in his means of reaching it 
whether it was a prescribed method or just the rocky road of 
hard knocks. His determination to continue through great 
amounts of resistance would spur him on in the face of defeat. 
Is it the optimistic makeup of the bright child which makes 
tasks seem easy and ever within his reach of attainment? Effort 
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He has a sense of practicality. He will ask, "Is the result 
worth while and useful?" He will also check and analyze to 
see if the goal is the answer to his objective. 
Does the low I.Q. evaluate or discriminate between prefer-' 
ences? From these tables his preferences are difficult to de-
termine. I~ would be interesting to learn why his distribution 
of choices leave so little clue to his real preferences. Did 
the low I.Q. discriminate or evaluate between preferences in 
this questionnaire? Did he not tend, however, to take the 
easiest, number 1, copy material, as the activity most often 
chosen? Yet it was not significantly higher than most of the 
activities. 
Part II 
Findings in Table XVIII.-- Boys and girls in the high I.~. 
groups, grades five and six. In grade six the activity most 
preferred was number 7 1 write a report by yourself, as the boys't 
choice. The girls most preferred number 9 1 take notes on a 
class report. 
The activity least preferred by sixth grade girls was 
number 1, copy material. This was also the same choice for the 
boys. The difference was 6 per cent in favor of the girls. 
In grade five the boys preferred number 5, work with a 
committee to write a report; the girls chose number 8, write a 
letter. The boys least preferred number 6, write a question; 
the girls disliked most number 2, write a list. 
Table XXIII.--Comparisons of findings in grades five and 
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ferred number 8, write a letter, as did the girls. Both were 
in agreement. The difference in percentage was 49.2 per cent 
for the boys and 64.0 per cent for the girls, or a difference 
of 14.2 per cent. 
The boys in the fifth grade preferred number 4, write an 
outline; the girls preferred number 8, write a letter, or the 
same as the sixth grade boys and girls. 
Girls in both groups, grades five and six, agreed on the 
least preferred as well as the boys in grade six. Would age, 
growth, or maturity be a factor in their agreement? Would the 
;; 
boys in the fifth grade seem much younger, thereby disagreeing !i 
;; 
in preferences with girls in the same grade? 
'I 
Girls in the fifth grade least preferred number 3, write ,. jl 
I! 
:; 
a summary. There may be some agreement with Wallenthin in thisl1 
one area. Boys in the fifth grade least preferred numb~r 4, 
write a question. There was very little pattern of agreement 
among themselves or with other grades in the low I.Q. areas. 
SUMMARY OF THE CONCLUSIONS 
The high I.Q. total grou~s.-- In grades five and seven 
most of the girls preferred activity number 8, write a letter, 
as did the eighth grade boys in the high I.Q. groups. 
Activity number 9, write a diary, was most preferred by 
sixth grade and eighth grade girls. The seventh and eighth 
grade boys least preferred number 9, write a diary. The boys 
and girls in the eighth grade were exactly the reverse in this 
i choice. 
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The girls in grades seven and eight agreed on number 1, 
copy material, as the least preferred activity. 
The rest of the activities showed more of a mixed prefer-
ence with sixth grade boys liking number 7, write a report by 
yourself; the fifth grade preferred number 5, work with a com-
,j mi ttee to write a report; the eighth grade boys preferred numbet 
,, 
!j 
!! 
9, write a diary. 
The low I. g.. srOU;ES.-- In these groups there is a con-
siderable overlapping into the medium I.Q. groups up to 110 I.Qij 
The girls in grades five and six preferred number 8, write 
a letter. The least preferred was number 3, write a summary. 
Both of these activities are very difficult. Would generalizini 
as in a summary be easier if the students studied and knew the ;j 
I 
subject matter? Would summarizing their work be looking in 
retrospect mostly? Would experiences tend to ease the diffi-
culty? Is writing a question one in Which imagination is more 
apt to be necessary to project one's thoughts into both time 
and space for an adequate answer? Is the person asking the 
question aware of what he is trying to explore? Is it more 
difficult for a low I.Q. to project his thinking into what he 
would speculate the results might be? Would it take a higher 
I.Q. to write a good question than to summarize something of 
which he had already made same study? J; 
i 
The girls in grades five and seven mostly pr-eferred number:' 
8, write a letter. High and low I.Q. groups of girls chose 
j. 
number 8 as first place. The boys in grade six also chose 
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In the overall picture the girls and boys in grades five 
and six agreed more often than did the boys and girls in grades 
i seven and eight where there was almost. no agreement on most 
choices. 
QUESTIONS 
How do children's preferences and interests affect their 
successes in school work? When activities are difficult, how 
much does preference enter into the results obtained through 
constrained choices or voluntary participation? What effect 
does motivation have upon outcomes? Should the child's prefer-' 
ences be considered solely as the basis for activities? Should 
other factors, whose values are not understood or anticipated 
by the child, be included? If so, how much preparation should 
enter tnto this type of motivation? How important is prepara-
tion before attempting.the activity? How important are methods? 
Should activities be analyzed before making a concerted effort 
to achieve a goal without proper emphasis on the steps or method 
involved? How important is classroom climate? Does the teach-
er's dislike have any impact on the preferences? Should it? 
How much emphasis, study, and analysis is being done by admin-
istration and department heads in subject matter areas to 
fashion courses of study for their communities' children, to 
bring the activities inside-of-school in closer practical re• 
lationship with those activities taking place outside-of-schoolt 
Are the life situations the child must face when he leaves his 
classroom similar to those being studied in schools? 
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In the review of literature and research the readings per-.· 
tain to preferences in subject areas, difficulty in reading 
techniques, classroom techniques, as well as climate and other 
areas containing various combinations of preferences. It was 
in the preference of certain difficult written activities of 
the social studies that very little information and data were 
found except in one study by Doris V. Wallenthin, in which she 
attempted to determine which activities were most or least 
preferred in the written activities of the social studies. 
There seemed to be none available up to the present time al-
though several studies had been made on preference for the sub-
ject matter in these grades. Greater stress has been placed 
on children's interests than upon their preferences; but prefer~ 
ences are not to be overlooked since it is because of these 
synthetic forms of interest that much of the learning is deter-. 
mined. Preferences might tend to bring immediate results to 
the present objectives. What is the right approach to the cul-
ture which today's society is trying to fashion? Does it meet 
today•s needs? Is it right that the individual must adju$to 
or align himself with certain preferences which are imposed 
whether he is following them consciously or unconsciously? Or 
must he agree with these pressures lest perhaps he experience 
suffering and rejection through non-conformity? Are educators 
resorting to a sort of tongue-in-cheek philosophy when they 
say that today's education is based on 11 the child-centered 
school?" IS IT REALLY? 
80 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. Formulate questionnaires which might single out the 
reasons for liking each, or all of these activities, or for 
disliking them. h 
:I 
:! 
2. Make up a comparison study between number 5, work with , 
a co~mittee to write a report, and number 7, write a report by 
yourself, to determine which personality traits are involved !: i' 
in making one of these choices. 
3. Determine the factors which make number 6, write a 
1
, question, or number 3, write a summary, more difficult than 
'i 
most of the other activities. 
4. Formulate a check list of.activities Which will indi-
cate the trends in present-day needs and aspirations for the 
new social order. 
5. Single out the activities most needed by the top groups, 
and the low r.Q. groups. 
6. If copying material is so undesirable to some, what 
i' ' factors make it so? What purposes are there for including I! 
activity number 1, copy material, which the high I.Q. dislike 
I While the lOW IoQ.e place it ClOSe tO first ChOiCe? 
il 
I 
7. Build a power check list indicating which activities 
offer a challenge to the range of I.Q. ts of the present-day 
classrooms where students are homogeneously grouped. Perhaps 
the cultural needs would have to be determined first. Which 
activities would most ably lend themselves to bringing about 
the realization of these needs? 
:C~-'~-~c==·:~=:=~=,c:=~=-::::c =--c=·:=~-c.-=:-.;.- ·-- ,~ 
j' 
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·1 
8. Questionnaires built to indicate the preferences in 
subjects and activities seem to be just scratching the surface 
of a more deeply imbedded problem encrusted in layers and layerw 
of crystallized behavior patterns. It would appear to take 
deep probing into many areas of science, such as psychology, 
philosophy, the arts, and anthropology to single out the minute#t 
of any of the whims, preferences, or deep-seated interests, and 
pressures founO. in objectives, methods, or goals in any and a11'i 
areas of education. 
i' 
' j. 
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* Here is a list of thin8s to help teachers decide what 
. kinds of written lessons you like best to do. There are 45 
choices on these pages. Read them carefully and then put a 
check in the little space beside the ones you would rather do. 
1. Which would you rather do 
Copy a. paragraph about Thomas Jefferson a( ) 
or 
Write a report about Thomas Jefferson by yourself? g( ) 
2. Which would you rather do 
Write a list of the products of Germany 
or 
Write a summary of the products of Germany? 
3. Would you prefer to 
Write a summary about life in New England today 
or 
Write a letter to a boy or girl in a foreign 
country telling them about life in New England'' 
4. Would you rather 
Work with two or three other people to write a 
report on the Lewis & Clark Expedition 
or 
Write a question about Lewis and Clark? 
5. ~-Jould you rather 
Hrite a list of books about England 
or 
Write a report by yourself about England? 
6. Vihich would you rather do 
VJork vd th tvro or three other people to write a 
b( ) 
c( ) 
c ( ) 
h ( ) 
e ( ) 
:f( ) 
b ( ) 
g( ) 
report on Switzerland e( ) 
or 
Take notes on a report about Switzerland? 
7. Which do you prefer 
To wri to a. question about Daniel Boone 
or 
To copy a paragraph about Daniel Boone? 
8. Which do you prefer 
To write a list of poems about Weather 
or 
To copy several paragraphs about Vloa ther? 
9. \Jould you rather 
~Jri to an imaginary diary about your trip to 
Co.lifornin. in 1849 
or 
VJork with two or three other people to write a 
j ( ) 
f( ) 
a( ) 
b( ) 
a ( ) 
i ( ) 
report about tho Forty-ninors? e( } 
i:· D. v. 1Jallenthin 'T'hesis, 1945, Boston University 
10. ''ThJ_ch Cl o "''"011. n;:•cf or to do 
,r·~·c tc :--<. CJlU,l~:~Lc':f about the; Revolutionary ~ .. far 
or 
·~lri to an outline of' tho Revolutionary War? 
11. \i!bich vvould you ro.thor do 
·,iri to an outline of' tho Revolutionary ',Jar 
or 
Hork with tv1o or throe othor p ooplo to v.rri to a 
report on tho Rovolu tiono.ry '.Jar·t 
J 2. \Jhich Vlould you ra thor do 
Copy a po.go about tho Crusades 
or 
\io:'l~ \lith t11To or throe other people to wri to a 
l'l,J.)ort about the Cruso.dos'' 
13. \Jould you rather 
k:': -t~o an imaginary diary about your stay in 
.: . _ xL:1crn California 
or 
'.fri to a summary of' material in your geography 
book about southern California? 
14. ·.lould you prefer to 
·Jri to a question about Abrahcun Lincoln 
or 
'.Jrito a report by yourself about Abro.harn Lincoln? 
15. '.Jhich would you ro.thor do 
\/rite a list of metals found in Spain 
or 
Uork with two or throe other people to vvri to o. 
report on the mct~ls of Spain? 
16. \Jhich would you r:1 thor do 
•Jri to a letter to a boy or girl in anothor part 
of tho Unitvd Sto.tos 
or 
',Jrito o. question about some part of tho United 
Sto. t0s ., 
17. -,Jould you rather 
lifri to a list of who.t :1 tourist sees on a t1•ip 
through Ycllovvs tone Po.rk 
or 
-Jritc an imo.gino.ry diary of your days sp0nd on o. 
c ( ) 
-'d( ) 
d ( ) 
o( ) 
a( ) 
o( } 
i( ) 
c~ ) 
f( ) 
g: ()) 
b( ) 
c( ) 
h( ) 
f( ) 
b( ) 
trip through Yollo1jrs tone Park? i ( ) 
~ 18. ',1ould you rather 
lTo.ko"o. surrnnctry of ct talk on licxico given to your 
clo.ss by an outsider 
or 
Tctko notos on a class report on Mexico? 
c ( } 
j ( ) 
3. 
19. Hould you rathur 
\Jrito o. question about Mo.rk Twain 
or 
-~iri to o.n outline of tho Lifo of ~brk Two.in? 
20. \fuich would you prefer 
To write o.n outline of How Stool is Mo.do 
or 
To write an imaginary diary of o. Day in a 
Stool Mill? 
21. \Jould you prefer to 
To.ko notes on a class report o.bout Transportation 
on tho Mississippi River 
or 
\iri to a question about Transportation on tho 
Mississippi River? 
22. '.Jould you ra thor 
Hrito a letter to o. map compo.ny asking for road 
maps of tho United States 
or 
Hrito o. list of books whore good mo.ps of tho United 
States mo.y be found? 
23. \Jhich vvould you ra thor do 
Hrito a report by yourself on tho Nothorlo.nds 
or 
~~ri to o.. SUll1Il1ary of o. movie you ho.vo soon about 
tho Netherlands~ 
24. \mich would you rather do 
-v~ri to n. quos tion n.b out tho His sis sippi Ri vcr 
or 
·vfritc n.n imaginary dio.ry of n. Do.y o.long tho 
Mississippi RivorY 
25. \Jould you prefer to 
Wri to n.n outline of tho History of Automobiles 
or 
~vrito .a list of inventions in U.S.A. from 
1800 to 1900? 
26. Would you prefer to 
To.ko notes on o. class report o.bout tho oo.rly 
Egyptio.ns 
or 
\:Jrito o.n outline of tho History of tho Early 
Egyptio.ns '? 
f( ) 
d( ) 
d( ) 
i ( ) 
j ( ) 
f( ) 
h( ) 
b( ) 
g ( ) 
c( ) 
f( ) 
i ( ) 
d{ ) 
b( ) 
j ( ) 
d( ) 
27. \Jould you rather 
.~ri to o. report by yoursolf on tho Knights md Co.stlos g( ) 
or 
\/orl{ with tvJO or throe other poopl o to vvri to D. 
report o. bout Knights o.nd Co.stlos ., o ( ) 
, 4. 
28. ~fuich would you rather do 
Copy a pago about Buffalo Bill 
or 
IJri to an imo.gino.ry diary of days spent with 
Buffalo Bill"i 
29. Which would you rather do 
1Jri to o.n imo.gino.ry dio.ry of o. visit to Donmo.rk 
or 
\/rite o. report by yourself on Donmo.rk? 
30. \fu.ich would you prefer to do 
·.vri to o.n outline of o. study of Brazil 
or 
Copy sovoro.l po.ro.gro.phs o.bout Bro.zil? 
31. ~iould you ro.thor 
;, orlc with two or throe other people to write o. 
rcJGrt on Now York City 
or 
lifrito o. letter to o. dist::cnt friend tolling him 
o.bout o. visit to New York Ci ty'i 
32. Vould you ruther 
·,Jork 'Ni th two or throe other people to wri to o. 
report on o. trip to o. museum'' or 
·,Jri to o. summo.ry of your trip to the museum? 
33. IJbich do you prefer 
To write o.n outlinG of your study of tho settlement 
of Mo.sso.chusctts 
or 
To write o. report by yourself of the settlement 
of Mo.sso.chusctts~ 
34. \Jould you prefer to 
Copy some information o.bout Robert Fulton 
or 
Hrito o. summ::1ry of the lifo of Robert Fulton? 
35. '7ould you profur to 
To.kc notus on ::1 report about Greek religion 
or 
'.Jrito o. list of tho gcds o.nd goddesses in 
Greek religion~, 
36. \Jould you ruther 
.ilrito o. report by yourself o.bout tho lifo of tho 
m.:nks in tho Middle Ages 
or 
'dri to o.n imo.gino.ry letter to o. friend telling 
of your lifo o.s ::1 monk during the Lliddl c Agos? 
o.( ) 
i ( ) 
i ( ) 
g( ) 
d( 
o.( ) 
h( 
o( ) 
c ( ) 
d( 
g( ) 
n( ) 
c ( ) 
j ( 
b ( ) 
g( ) 
h{ ) 
37. lijbich would you ra thor do 
38. 
dritc u.n imaginary letter telling a friend about 
your stay in P~ris 
or 
,Jritc an imctginJ.ry dia.ry tolling abcut your st::ty 
in Pn.ris 
-,Jhich do you pr0for 
h ( ) 
. 1. ( . ) 
To wri to a. rop ort by yours olf ::tbout s t::trs ::tnd ple1.nots g ( ) 
cr 
TJ.k0 notes on ::t report ::tbcut stars ~nd planets? j ( ) 
39. Hould you rn.thor 
'Jri to a 1 otter t c :J. tr.:~.vol n.gcnc7r a sldng fer informa. •h ( ) 
tion about Cn.nad::t 
or 
C:~py mc..torietl n.br,ut Ca.na.da.': 
40. Hcu:..d y0u r::tthor 
llctkc a summary nf n. cle1.ss movie you setw about 
wild n.nimals of Now hoxico 
cr 
'.Jrito a quote1.tion ::tbout a class movie you saw on 
wild ::tnimn.ls of Now Mexico? 
41. ~iould you rathc.;r 
Take: notes on o. class report about Lexington md 
Concord, No.ssachusotts 
or 
vvri to o. lot tor to o. boy or girl in Englrtnd tolling 
thorn o.bout Loxingtcn o.nd Concord, Massachusetts'' 
42. ~Jhich would you r:::. thcr do 
i.Jri to o. question o.bout Frcmcc 
or 
-1ifritc a. list of experts of Frc..nco'' 
43. \v'ould you ro.thcr 
'.iri tc em im~gina.FJ diary of ycur trip th~ ugh 
tho Groo.t L:J.l{os 
or 
:l( ) 
c ( ) 
j ( ) 
h ( ) 
1'( ) 
b( ) 
i ( ) 
Take notes 0n o. cln.ss report about the Groc..t La.kcs? j( ) 
44. ',Jould you profur 
Tc write o.n imaginary letter to a. boy cr girl in 
Now Engb.nd tolling of your lifo c n a S(u thorn 
pl.'lnta ticn in 1850 
or 
\Jrito o.n outline of lifo on a Southern plantation 
in 1850'c 
45. \Jould you ra thcr 
Copy inf orm:J.tion o.buut Russ in. 
or 
To.ko not...;s un n. class ropcrt of' Russin.'C 
h ( ) 
d( ) 
a.( ) 
j ( ) 
===- ---- ------
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